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Athletics
goes dry
Report stemming
from Melis and
McGuffin
recommends
policy change
APRIL CUNNINGHAM
News Editor
Alcohol and sports is not the
cocktail of choice for Laurier
Athletics.
In a report to WLU
administration, David
McMurray, Dean of
Students, has strongly rec-
ommended that all future
events involving student
athletes and coaches remain
dry.
"We should refrain from
alcohol at Golden Hawk
events," he says."The bot-
tom line is. coaches and
players shouldn't be drink-
ing' together."
President Rosehart asked
McMurray for the report to
review issues relating' to the
recent charges laid against
"It's unfortunate to
a degree that this
has to be written
as a
university rule."
-Mark French, Head Coach
of Men's Hockey
WLU football players.
McMurray says the report
will clarify behavioural
expectations of players and
coaches.
If the Board of Governors
approves the report, the
Dean's recommendations
will probably be in effect by
the fall of 2004.
"It's unfortunate to a
degree that this has to be
written as a university rule.
It's just common sense,"
says Mark French, coach of
WLU's men's hockey team.
French thinks the imple-
mentation of such a rule is a
"sign of the times." He says
that many universities have
similar policies.
"As coaches, there's a
threshold we don't cross," he
says. "It's like a student-
teacher relationship."
Sarah Zagorski is the
captain of the women's bas-
ketball team and sits on the
Student Athletic Advisory
Committee, where the issue
was brought up.
"I think the relationship
between a coach and a play-
er can still be effective and
proper without the presence
of alcohol." she says. "There
may be a loss, but it's not a
huge deal."
Until alcohol-related
guidelines are firmly in
place, the administration
will be addressing athletic
events on a per-case basis.
When the Lettermen
wanted to invite Golden
Hawk coaches to their
Athlete Appreciation night
at the Turret this Thursday,
it "raised a red flag."
"We were put in a com-
promising position," says
McMurray. Coaches will not
be allowed to attend the
event, since the bar will be
serving alcohol.
"It's not going to be easy
in certain circumstances.
There will be some ambigui-
ty," he says regarding the
new policy.
The Athletic Banquet this
spring- will not have a bar.
The evening* recognizes
Laurier athletes and many
awards are presented,
"There may be house par-
ties before or after," says
McMurray, "but not at the
banquet."
McMurray believes
there's been a paradigm shift
regarding' the use of alcohol
in universities over the
years.
"It used to be the centre
of activities in an organized
way," he says. "But it's not
needed anymore. Students
are younger, and there are
many who are underage."
The report also recom-
mended a more proactive
approach to training and
education of student athletes
and coaches. Presentations
made by the Athletic
Therapy Department on
drug and alcohol use would
be compulsory.
McMurray also wants to
implement seminars on vio-
lence in society, which
would be open to all stu-
dents.
His recommendations
will most likely be added to
the drafted Student Athlete
Handbook. An emphasis on
the . management of prob-
lems at initial stages will be
stressed.
"[These policies] are
important for coaches and
administration to know
where they specifically
stand on policies," lie says.
"We want coaches to be
actively engaged, support-
ive, and visible."
-
Mattßenassi
.
The Turret served up some leafy greens Monday night to the delight of the Turret crowd who
took in a performance by The Salads to celebrate the opening of another Winter Carnival. A full
review of the concert is on page 22.
Wedding proposal in Turret
Second year student accepts
wedding proposal in Turret on
Saturday night
JEFF HAWKINS
Staff Writer
Who would have thought an
average evening at the
Turret would turn out to be
one of the most memorable
moments for the nightclub
and two lovers as they start-
ed the path of a "long
engagement."
**r^ccol din&' to Mike Clegg,for Turret Saturdays, an
xakvi3le native. Matt
approached the DJ
woth and inquired about
tfte cost for the MC to
iouiouncc i \?r ; ;;
posal over the PA system to
Csasear's girlfriend, Stacey
Biggar. Biggar is a second
year business student at
WLU. The couple have been
dating for seven months.
Clegg replied that he
would not propose for
Csaszar, but would allow
him to do so personally over
the PA system. Csaszar then
took the stage.
"I have never felt this
way about anyone before,"
he said, continuing' to say
ih. i 'e£tb'b(! 10 .-.i ■ •! -
rest of his life with Biggar,
His girlfriend's yes was
not heard over the speakers,
but the couple quickly
embraced. An exuberant
cheer from the crowd fol-
lowed as Cleg-g said to the
audience, "I think that's a
yes,"
According, to Cleg-g, he
feared the crowd would have
begun booing at the sight of
a marriage proposal, but
were receptive and began
screaming and shouting in
joy for the happy couple.
"The crowd was awesome
with the cheering' and
stuff," said Clegg.
Csaszar and Biggar were
attending the Turret's
Saturday night festivities
with Biggar s Powderpuff
Football teammates.
Apparently Csaszar had
informed one of Biggar's
close friends to prevent her
from using the restroom
since he was about to make
a special announcement.
Biggar was not supposed to
know anything about this,
so her friend told her not to
go yet because Csaszar was
going to dedicate a song for
her. Before she clued into
what was happening
Csaszar was on stage declar-
ing his love to her.
"All I know is that he was
on stage and I was standing
there. It was like nobody-
else existed,"
Stacey Biggar
Biggar: Didn't have to think
Matt Csaszar
Csaszar: Proposed on stage
Continued on page 2
News
$6.5M for Social Work move
City of Kitchener agrees to contribute
millions to refurbishing of St. Jerome's
building for Laurier's future use
WILBUR MCLEAN
Editor-in-chief
The City of Kitchener has
agreed to a plan that will pro-
vide $6.5 million towards
Laurier's Faculty of Social
Work's proposed move to the
downtown core.
The plan sees taxpayers'
money going to purchase
and reconstruct St. Jerome's
high school for Social Work's
suitability with Laurier only
paying for operating costs.
Laurier would essentially
be given $8.5 million to
spend to refurbish the build-
ing to the school's liking.
The plan now goes for-
ward to Laurier's Board of
Governors on January 29.
Kitchener's City Council
agreed to the plan as part of
the first step in a restructur-
ing' of the downtown area
into an education hub.
The struggling Kitchener
core looks to benefit with
increased spending to local
businesses, public transit and
rental housing units.
Even though Kitchener is
paying the majority of the
building's costs, St. Jerome's
will still be a University
building. controlled by
Laurier.
Laurier's Dean of Social
Work, Luke Fusco, says he is
pleased the city has agreed to
the deal:
"We've been working 11
months on this project and I
am glad that the University
and the city could come to a
financial agreement."
Laurier announced their
intention to buy the unused
building on the corner of
College and Duke streets in
November, after submitting a
conditional offer to purchase
the property.
Laurier's extensive
growth over the past few
years saw Social Work
pushed out of any on-campus
expansions, leading the uni-
versity to search for a viable
option away from Laurier's
main Waterloo campus.
If all goes as planned,
WLU plans on moving the
Faculty of Social work into
the new building by the fall
of 2006.
St. Jerome's, located in the heart of Kitchener, will likely soon hold Laurier's Faculty of Social Work.
McGill student
refuses to Turnitin
ANDREW DUGGAN
Cord News
A McGill University student
won an unprecedented battle
last week to get his assign-
ments marked, after receiv-
ing a zero for refusing to
hand them in to the online
site Turnitin.com.
Jesse Rosenfeid, a second
year International
Development Studies student,
refused to hand in three
assignments for his econom-
ics class to the California-
based Turnitin.com website,
and originally received a
mark of zero on them.
"What I object to most
about the policy at McGill is
that it treats students as
though we are guilty until
proven innocent,' said
Rosenfeid in a Canadian
Federation of Students press
release.
McGill has "reluctantly"
agreed to mark Rosenfeid s
papers and students across
the country are hoping- that
this case will send a message
to the other 28 universities
and colleges, including
Laurier, who currently sub-
scribe to the service,
' We are extremely happy
to learn that McGill lias
backed down on this offen-
sive policy," said Ian Boyko,
National Chairperson of the
Canadian Federation of
Students, in the Federation's
media release.
The site generates "origi-
nality reports on how the
submitted work compares to
other documents in its vast
database. It also allows pro-
fessors to use the technology
to organize marks and check
for spelling and grammar
mistakes.
The Canadian Federation
of Students is starting' a cam-
paign to convince universi-
ties to stop using the service
and return to more tradition-
al ways of marking assign-
ments. The group says the
use of Tiirnitin.com is a reac-
tion to increasing class sizes
and government funding
cuts.
"The reality is that the
high monitoring of students
really isn't about catching
cheaters, it is a substitute for
hiring enough faculty mem-
bers to take the time to read
student work," said Boyko.
"Most students work
extremely hard to write
papers that are unique and
properly referenced." said
Rosenfeld. "I feel cheated
when my assignments aren't
given the close attention of a
faculty member."
It is unclear what kind of
effect this ruling will have on
the rest of Canadian universi-
ties and their students, but it
is likely just the beginning of
a much larger battle over pla-
giarism and students' rights.
Wheel awaits student
FRASER KING
Staff Writer
Second-year kinesiology stu-
dent Rose Johnston may soon
be a contestant on the popu-
lar television game show
Wheel of Fortune. Johnston
has written all the quizzes
and made all the cuts - she
only waits to hear the final
call to appear on the show.
While working' in New
Jersey over the summer,
Johnston was given the
opportunity to try out for the
game show. Competing
against a group of 100 other
possible contestants.
Johnston managed to over-
whelm her competitors, not-
ing that "the contestant advi-
sors that I met the night
before had loved my spunk
and excitement level and
gave me their information so
I could join the last round of
tryouts the next day."
The enthusiastic Johnston
intends to wear WLU apparel
while on the show and would
like to talk about her pride in
being a Kinesiology and WLU
student. Johnston told The
Cord that she would be happy
to represent WLU on national
television and further noted
that "although [WLU is] a
small school, good things,
well, great things often come
in small packages."
Johnston has big plans
should she make it on the
show. "I would be more than
boisterous on the show,
because in nature I am an
energetic person. Yelling out
'big money' is the minimal I
would do.'
Aside from being pleased
to be on the show, Johnston
has high hopes for, and is
optimistic about her chances
of success on the show.
"If" I did win I do believe
that a back flip would sponta-
neously happen! 1 Aside from
theatrics of victory Johnston
has charitable plans should
she win, "If we win my sister
Molly and I plan to donate
10% of our winning's to a
women's shelter. We feel that
if we are lucky enough to
play we would be more than
grateful to give back to the
community."
While Johnston is more
than happy to be on the show,
she has the problem of
finances to contend with.
"The Wheel does not pro-
vide transportation or accom-
modations, and with the lim-
ited notice given I am fearful
that the cost is too great for
my budget and this will then
hold me back from being- on
the show." The amount of
OSAP that Johnston is receiv-
ing- will not allow her to
make it down to Los Angeles
for the taping, prompting
Johnston to look for other
sources of money. "I am look-
ing to the school for some
amount of financial assis-
tance."
Foxy proxy
JENNIFER ASSELIN
News Editor
Recent changes to the Proxy
Policy for Wilfrid Laurier
Students' Union and Student
Publications Elections should
see the voting process take a
more democratic turn.
A proxy vote is the
process of authorizing your
vote to another individual
that you choose.
The changes made to the
policy require that if anyone
wants to proxy their vote to
someone else, they must get
their own form to do so.
Students must also show a
valid student card in obtain-
ing a proxy form.
The Chief Returning
Officer, the Head Deputy
Returning Officer or an elec-
tions executive will record
the student's name and stu-
dent number. The student
must then let one of these
officials know the same infor-
mation of the student receiv-
ing- the proxy and the two
students will have to sign off
on the exchange.
Also, the time allotted for
proxies has been changed
from five to ten business days
prior to the election.
"This is to increase voting
security basically," said Jill
Promoli, this year's CEO.
Anthony Piscitelli, the
WLUSU Board of Directors
member who brought forth
the changes also commented,
"The idea behind proxy is
good but the process has been
abused quite a bit."
The people involved in
elections are hoping that this
will cut down on voter theft
and stop candidates from
soliciting votes which has
been the case in past years.
WLUSU President Dan
Herman also noted that "[the
changes] will facilitate our
elections being dictated by
educated voters."
News Bites
More charges in Medler case
Weapons charges have been
laid against two men who
were with former WLU foot-
ball star Derek Medler when
he was pulled over and
arrested on December 5.
Louis Landoni, 21, of
Cambridge and Tan Van Lee,
20. of Kitchener are charged
with possession of a prohib-
ited weapon.
The two men were in
Medler's truck when he was
arrested at the corner of Erb
Street and University
Avenue.
Wilbur McLean
Terrace Scare
Miscommunication in the
Terrace Food Court on
Saturday evening led to a
lockdown of the University
where no one could enter or
leave the premises for a
short period of time.
It appeared that a man
was heard saying that he
had a Colt 45, which could
have referred to one of two
things: a type of gun or a
bottle of beer. People in the
Terrace responded to hear-
ing this by contacting
Waterloo Regional Police,
who showed up at the scene
only to find out that it was in
fact a bottle of beer.
The incident is being
dealt with by the Judicial
Affairs Council because lie
was in a public place with an
open bottle of alcohol; how-
ever the situation wasn't
nearly as serious as people
had originally thought.
Jennifer Asselin
Co-op server down
The webpage Co-op students
use in order to view potential
job listing's was down as of
Tuesday morning 1.
The CECS Navigator con-
tained corrupt data with two
or three of the job postings
including- incorrect informa-
tion explained Jan Basso,
Director of Career Services.
The extent of the problem
was unknown so it was
decided that the entire sys-
tem would be shut down in
order to pinpoint the error.
Although the information is
not accessible online, stu-
dents can obtain a hard copy
of the information from
Career Services.
Basso commented, "we
will certainly have it up as
soon as we possibly can."
Jennifer Asselin
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Students' Union evaluations
The Cord Weekly critiques the
performance of WLUSU; elected
representatives
JENNIFER ASSELIN
WILBUR MCLEAN
Cord Staff
Year in Review
As a whole, the board has
lacked eohesiveness and at
times has been unfocused.
Directors often have a prob-
lem separating their personal
issues from their profession-
al ones. Many discussions
during board meetings have
resulted in petty arguments
and there seems to be a clear
division among members.
Deregulation has been the
biggest issue this year's
board has had to deal with
and it is also an issue that the
board dealt with poorly as
they moved slowly on the
issue and ultimately did lit-
tle. Each member seemed to
want different things and in
the end they were unable to
work together and achieved
far less than a representative
group should considering
95% of its constituents were
against the notion.
The changes in the guar-
anteed residence policy saw
little involvement from the
board. When the issue came
up and the decision was made
to withdraw the guaranteed
offers of residence to future
first year students, the board
was very passive and did not
fight the issue. Considering
residence is such an impor-
tant element for new stu-
dents this should have been
looked at more critically.
Another important issue
that was brought to the board
this year was student con-
cerns on the rehiring of the
Dean of Music. A group of
music students complained to
the board and an emergency
meeting was held to discuss
whether or not the board
would pass a motion stating
that they would not approve
the rehiring of the Dean.
After much deliberation the
majority of the board felt that
this would not be a good
move and the students that
were present left feeling as
though their voices were
unheard.
Ten of the fifteen people
interviewed for these reports
cited Mike Borrelli as the best
director on the board. He has
since resigned.
All in all the board was
fractured from the start and
now it is even worse with the
resignation of two board
members at the end of last
semester.
Dan Herman: President
Dan has exceeded the expec-
tations of many with his job
performance so far this year.
Coming into his role, people
had their doubts as to how
well Dan would do in an
organization he had very lit-
tle interaction with before-
hand but we have been pleas-
antly surprised.
Dan is a very good admin-
istrator but is not out to rock
the boat in any way, not
unlike any other President in
the past. His relationship
with people on campus is
very good especially because
he remembers every single
person's name that he meets
and refers to you on a per-
sonal level each time you
come across him. His open-
door policy is great, making
him constantly available to
students.
Meighan Doherty: Vice-
President University Affairs
Meighan was in an unortho-
dox position this year as she
organized and looked after
two elections and will possi-
bly have to do another by the
end of her term. Overall, she
did a lot better job with the
provincial election than she
did with the municipal one.
Having had the elections
come up during her mandate,
this made her job a lot easier
in that she was much more
visible than previous VP:
UA's.
Meighan also spent a lot of
her time on the Grant Fund
Committee which meets
again this semester to distrib-
ute more money to students.
Colin Shonk: Chair of the
Board
First, Colin had the misfor-
tune of coming- after an excel-
lent chair of the board, Ben
Durrer, so it is hard to live up
to the same standards as him.
Regardless, Colin has lacked
control of meetings though
he has learned more as his
time as chair has progressed.
He also seems to have trouble
grasping all of the policy
issues and often seems over-
whelmed during meetings
although he has improved in
this area as well.
It appears many board
members have difficulty
trusting Colin and are more
likely to approach vice-chair
Lyndsey when they have
questions or concerns.
Colin did a lot of work
over the summer and at the
beginning of the school year
with deregulation including
giving a presentation in front
of the Senate but Durrer also
had a hand in this as well as
he led the majority of the
research.
Lyndsey Jones: Vice-Chair of
tne Board
Lyndsey has taken on a larg-
er role than previous vice-
chairs in order to pick up
Colin's slack, Many directors
have found themselves
approaching Lyndsey on
issues rather than Colin
because of his unavailability
and, in a lot of ways, she has
been the chair.
During 4 board meetings
Lyndsey is less likely to voice
her opinion on issues and has
been described as an emotion-
al director who invests her-
self in everything she does.
In bringing up issues or
motions throughout the year,
Lyndsey seems to be more
timid. She has taken a more
active role during meetings
as of late, however.
As a whole, she is a well-
rounded director with her
main focus on academic
issues and has done a lot of
hard work so far. Lyndsey
must learn, however, to speak
up and not be intimidated by
the discussion or other direc-
tors.
Andrew Pike
Although this is Andrew's
second year on the BOD, he
remains one of the directors
that we just don't see doing
very much of anything. Even
though he plays a role in the
Finance and Building- com-
mittee, we don't see any tan-
gible work coming from
Andrew's direction. When he
does speak during board
meetings, most of his con-
cerns involve finances and
where the Union's money is
going.
Andrew does not seem to
have any real concern over
any specific issues or any
issues at all for that matter.
One of the things that he
mentioned in his platform
was deregulation and yet he
did nothing regarding this as
a board member.
Andrew's sense of humour
and light-hearted approach
make him likeable, but at
times it's difficult to take him
seriously.
Bryn Boyce
Overall Bryn doesn't seem to
care about his performance in
general in both the represen-
tational and administrational
side of things. He has not
brought any motions forward
during- board meeting's but is
eager to ask questions and
speak on what other people
are doing or other motions
that are presented.
Bryn has been able to get a
lot of students interested in
the board with his visibility
on campus and he is easily
approachable.
In his mid-term report
construction was cited as a
concern for him. However, he
did not bring this issue up
much during- board meetings
and the changing of the resi-
dence policy generated little
concern from him or other
board members. He has been
a disappointment consider-
ing his role as Cord News
Editor last year and a lot of
the activist groups he was a
member of, which indicated
Bryn would have made a
strong director.
Disclosure: Bryn Boyce is the
International Editor for The
Cord. Weekly,
John Crowell
A laid-back approach is what
John appears to take towards
the board during meetings as
he seems to only discuss
issues that pertain to his
interests such as Brantford
and those things involving
business students instead of
taking a wider approach to
things.
John has dedicated a lot of
his time to projects concern-
ing Brantford and their
under-representation; howev-
er, most of this is done
behind-the-scenes so his
work is rarely seen during
meetings. As the year has
gone on though, projects
involving Brantford seemed
to have gotten lost in the
shuffle.
John was also the only
board member who voted in
favour of deregulation, an
issue that 95% of students
opposed in a poll orchestrated
by last year's chair, Ben
Durrer.
Connolly Aziz
As a whole, Connolly appears
to lack in both representation
during board meetings and
the behind-the-scenes aspects
of being a director.
After running on a plat-
form based solely on athlet-
ics, this still seems to be his
focus even though he has
done very little in that
department, He hasn't done
very much in general and
seems to be just along for the
ride.
Running on a one-dimen-
sional platform isn't neces-
sarily a bad thing. However,
when all other aspects of
being a board member are
ignored and only few
advancements are made in
the area of focus, one must
question how Connolly man-
aged to garner the most votes
in last year's election.
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"I didn't even have to think
about answering, there was
no question in my mind that
the answer was yes" said
Biggar reflecting on the
moment.
When asked if the Turret
had been the location of
choice for her, Biggar replied
that "what he said was per-
fect... I wouldn't have imag-
ined it that way but it was
really nice to have all of my
friends there to see it. It did-
n't matter where we were at
aU."
The couple received free
Coronas and T-shirts as a
memento for the occasion.
Both Matt and Stacey have
said they are a hit over-
whelmed by the attention
their proposal has aroused,
but it hasn't affected their
decision.
"When you know that the
other person is the right per-
son, it doesn't matter how
long you've been together."
With files from Jennifer Asselin
Diana Spadafora
Diana has been very involved
in this year's BOD including
being' chair of the
Constitutional and
Operational Development
Committee. She takes an
active role in asking ques-
tions and bringing ideas for-
ward during board meetings.
Next to Piseiteili, Diana
seems to be the most passion-
ate about her role as director.
Diana's downfall is her ten-
dency to overreact in certain
situations during meetings.
Sometimes Diana lacks
tact when bringing up points
and appears to be confronta-
tional on issues. An example
of this occurred in late
November when she made a
questionable comment in a
discussion on the introduc-
tion of the Israel Public
Affairs Club. The comment
has since been stricken from
WLUSU's records.
Anthony Piseiteili
By far, Anthony has showed
the most interest of all the
board members throughout
the board meetings. He has
brought the most motions to
the table and is the director
most willing- to effect change,
it is obvious Anthony cares a
lot about what he is doing as
a director and works hard at
it as well.
Although Anthony is
strong in representation, he
lacks in understanding budg-
etary information and it is
clear that he is not as inter-
ested in administrative
issues. He cares almost solely
about helping students.
Anthony must also bear
some responsibility for fuel-
ing* the animosity amongst
the board, as his conduct dur-
ing some of the board meet-
ings has been confrontation-
al.
With his unbridled pas-
sion for certain issues,
Anthony is the most contro-
versial director remaining on
the board.
Disclosure: Anthony is a staff
writer for The Cord Weekly.
Lisa Miller
We haven't heard a word-
come out of Lisa's mouth in a
board meeting except when
necessitated by reports or
information having 1 to do
with the Elections and
Referenda Committee, which
she chairs. How can one con-
vey the desires of students
without speaking in meet-
ings'? She has done a lot of
work behind-the-scenes with
regards to the upcoming
WLUSU/WLUSP elections,
however, few people have
seen the benefits of this work
as much of it is policy-based,
Lisa also took an active
role in external affairs with
VP: University Affairs,
Meig-han Doherty and again,
this involved elections, her
prime concern.
If being a board member
was about concerning oneself
with elections, she would be
director of the year. As it
stands, however, Lisa's focus
is too narrow.
J.D. Muir
J.D. seems to take an active
role during board meetings
as well a,s behind-the-scenes
in taking* part in a number of
committees. He is open and.
honest during- meeting's and
when he doesn't understand
something' he isn't afraid to
ask questions.
J.D. shows strength in his
neutrality during meetings
as he seems to vote according
to the issue instead of voting
for who brings forth the
issue, a problem many direc-
tors have had this year.
Overall, J.D. is doing a
good job of representing stu-
dents and dealing with the
corporation as a whole.
Sanjay Pottinger
As chair of the Finance and
Building' Committee, Sanjay s
main focus lias been on
administrative issues. The
points lie brings up during
board meetings usually deal
with the financial situation of
the Union, with good reason,
as this is the focus of his
committee work but he does-
n't really bring up any points
involving representational
issues making* his focus seem
one sided.
He also brings experience
to his role as director, which
helps in his understanding of
policy issues during meet-
ings, again, particularly
when it comes to administra-
tive issues. He seems to really
care about his position on the
board.
Mark Walhout
At the beginning- of the term
Mark seemed reluctant to
speak out on issues, remain-
ing* quiet during- board meet-
ings. However, as time has
progressed. Mark has
brought up many viable
points during meeting's
including' those that took
place during the debate on
the Dean of Music.
Although he has taken a
more active role during board
meetings, Mark hasn't been
able to devote a lot of time to
representation around cam-
pus. This is due in part to his
commitment to being a don.
One of his main concerns
was with deregulation and he
sat on the deregulation com-
mittee during- the summer;
however he did not attend
many of the Town Hall or
open forums on the topic.
Andrew Howell
Andrew is another director who lias come a long way in
terras of bringing' tip questions and facilitating discussion
during board meetings. Although he seems to be very inter-
ested in the business operations and the issues surrounding
the board, Andrew hasn't performed any tangible change to
the organization; not bringing up any original motions
himself, but rather elaborating or changing existing
motions but lie does seem to do quite a lot of work overall.
Andrew is also interested in deregulation but hasn't
done any committee work on it. He also gears a lot of his
representational issues towards volunteers, which is a
unique perspective on the board.
Correction
In the January 14 edition article "Wheelchair woes" we incorrectly stated
that there was nearly $1000 damage done to Pam Harris' wheelchair in
a recent hit-and-run incident. Actual damage amounted to $132. The
Cord apologizes for the error.
BOD review continued Engaged
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What's a company's greatest resource?
People.
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Opinion
"D" is for democracy
Radcliffe declares the WLUSU BOD to be
an undemocratic institution, and calls on
candidates to change this in the future
Craig
Radcliffe
Features
Editor
As Prime Minister-select Paul
Martin pledges to tackle Canada's
"democratic deficit," X am prompt-
ed to look introspectively at our
very own Students' Union's to
assess its deficiencies in repre-
sentation.
The Union is structured like a
corporation. The President and
CEO takes care of the day to day
operations of the corporation in
conjunction with the Vice-
Presidents, of which only one, the
EVP: University Affairs, is elect-
ed. These people are (theoretical-
ly) answerable to the 15 Directors
of the WLUSU Board of Directors
(BOD) who are elected by the
members of the Union (the stu-
dent body) as representatives.
The BOD as it currently exists
serves two purposes. One is to
administer the entity of WLUSU.
a not-for-profit corporation, and
the other is to represent students.
Unfortunately the former tends
to overshadow the latter as the
day-to-day business and main-
taining 'good relations' with the
university administration occu-
pies the majority of the represen-
tatives' time. This presents an
interesting- dilemma: how can
students ensure that representa-
tion is a first priority to our stu-
dent representatives?
One way would be to speak
out. If the student body acted as a
whole and demanded better rep-
resentation, then the BOD would
be forced to comply. Perhaps this
would result in the BOD paying
more attention to the will of the
students and act accordingly.
Unfortunately it is rather diffi-
cult to accurately assess the stu-
dents' opinion on a given topic, so
perhaps there may be a better
way.
How can students
ensure that
representation is a
first priority to our
student
representatives?
In an interview with Anthony
Piseitelli, a WLUSU Director, I
asked him what the BOD has
done or will do to rectify the con-
flict of interest with which it is
faced. Piseitelli said that the BOD
had been working- to establish a
Laurier Student Caucus to
address the issue of representa-
tion, but that it isn't yet at the
stage where it could have any
official power. The Caucus as it
stands is not an elected body, and
when I asked Piseitelli why elec-
tions for these positions hadn't
been slated for this year he
informed me that the Caucus
wasn't yet ready to properly rep-
resent the students.
Piscitelli also noted that Sean
Geobey. an Economics graduate,
researched electoral methods for
WLUSU several years ago and
came to some conclusions about
the state of democracy at Laurier.
In the Geobey report, it was
found that a vast majority of
Ontario universities have a bi-
cameral system (a system in
which there are two bodies, nor-
mally a Board of Directors and a
representative council). The
report also showed that a majori-
ty of schools use a faculty repre-
sentative system for their council
in which each faculty has a set
number of seats related propor-
tionally to the number of stu-
dents in the faculty. This allows
the smaller faculties to have a
voice on the council, and makes
sure that each and every student
is represented appropriately.
The question remains: why, if
the Students' Union has all this
information encouraging a
reassessment of democracy at
Laurier. have they not done any-
thing in the years since the
Geobey report, aside from estab-
lishing the Laurier Student
Caucus? Perhaps the answer lies
in the problem needing to be
solved. Such corporate-minded
representation often flatly
ignores the need for student rep-
resentation in favour of increas-
ing the Turret's profitability or
ordering a shipment of fuzzy
pens. Hopefully in this year's race
we will see an elected BOD that
properly represents students and
will make meaningful changes
toward a better form of govern-
ment for WLUSU.
Pay attention: the good
life is passing you by
David
Alexander
Idealist at
work
In our work-obsessed culture,
those of us who have free time
spend much of it entertaining
ourselves. The fact that we define
ourselves in relation to our func-
tion to others and our shared cul-
tural preferences is nothing' to be
ashamed of. But do we overem-
phasize the importance of eco-
nomic success? Do we spend too
much time entertaining our-
selves? We should ask ourselves
whether these are the things that
are most important to us. If they
are not. we should re-evaluate
our priorities.
Finding" the right job is one of
the most important contributors
to future happiness. Your occupa-
tion will determine your connec-
tion to the greater community
and society. The place you work
will determine the people you
spend most of your time around.
The qualities of a workplace will
determine the qualities of your
work experience. It is for this
reason that people should endeav-
our to find a profession they
enjoy, rather than a job that slow-
ly kills-off their soul so they can
afford a pool. Some of the most
delightful people I've met are
those who work in or own small
businesses. They may not make a
lot of money, but they are happy
with what they do, and proud of
what they achieve.
Canadian society values hard
work. Many people are rewarded
to an extent that they don't have
enough free time to spend all of
the money they make. Others
work long' hours at jobs that
barely pay the bills. Some are
forced to work jobs that are not
fulfilling because those are the
types of jobs our economy cre-
ates.
Who creates the economy?
People should find
a profession they
enjoy, rather than a
job that slowly kills
off their soul so
they can afford a
pool.
For many of us, life begins
when we go home from work.
Gut life is what we do with our
time, Badly, the cultural norm is a
life of diversion. After a long- day
of work, we watch television until
bed. On the weekend, we go to
movies where we don't talk to
each other. In the summer, we go
on vacations. We go to bars; we
drink. We get wasted. We waste
things both artificial and natural.
We waste money, time, anger,
peace. We waste people in pre
veiltable wars, and to curable dis-
eases, and we waste the earth
with obsolete poisons. We are
wasting hope for a better world.
This waste of potential is hard
to explain. Perhaps entertain-
ment helps to distract us from
injustices and devastation that
we've given up on solving. Maybe
it's just easier to do what is
expected than to think about how
we can make our lives meaning-
ful. To me. it seems that we are
being encouraged to behave this
way. The entertainment industry
is very persuasive; besides, we're
too tired to do anything else.
Imagine a society where we
locus our energy on that which
we find meaningful. On the per-
sonal level, artistic creation can
be a great source of personal
accomplishment. Let's make our
friends and family the focal point
of our living rooms, not televi-
sions. Community development
can help us get to know our
neighbours, become friends and
help each other overcome prob-
lems like poverty and homeless-
ness. We could be helping others
through community service, or
volunteering with international
environmental and social justice
groups. We could be changing
the world. Instead we just watch
it waste away on TV.
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Broken speed limits, or promises?
Columnist Brendan Jones returns to throw more feces at
the McGuinty Liberals. This time he's aiming at the
photo-radar cameras being set up along ON highways
Brendan
Jones
Extra-value
I spiel
I have a sinking- suspicion
that Dalton McGuinty didn't,
get everything he asked for
this Christmas. So much so,
that one could argue
he intends for us to have a
crabby New Year. When
Dalton woke up on Christmas
morning and saw that there
were no budget surpluses
under the tree, the cupboard
was bare, and Santa just
devoured the cookies
and milk without even so
much as a thank you note, I
think he pledged to give him-
self and the Liberals a pres-
ent of their own.
Well, maybe I should
rephrase that. On Christmas
morning' McGuinty was left
wondering if perhaps there
just weren't enough lights
draped onto Queen's Park
this holiday season and
Santa just flew right on past
on his way to Manitoba
because there was only one
"To Dalton,
Best of luck this
year.
Love,
The NDP"
-Alleged Christmas gift
present under the tree: "To
Dal ton. best of luck this year.
Love, the NDP," read the
card. When all the Liberals
crowded around and opened
the present, wrapped in love-
ly orange cellophane with a
nice green bow, they all
began to cheer. "Good old
NDP. they got us just what
we asked for, a nice cash grab
through one of their old poli-
cies, photo radar!"
Now McGuinty can add
something different to his
pile of broken promises:
unfavorable policies that
weren't even campaigned on.
Nope, there wasn't one word
about re-implementing photo
radar last September when
the campaign was in full
swing, just Dalton pleading
with us to "choose change".
Well Ontario, you've got a
change all right. After Mike
Harris did away with photo
radar in 1995, the province
drew a collective sigh of
relief. No more intrusions on
our motoring privacy, "if
you're going to fine me for
speeding you're damn well
going to have to catch me
doing 210km/hr on the 407"
became the rallying cry of
bad drivers everywhere.
After all, photo radar did-
n't address the real prob-
lems: unsafe lane changes,
passing' on the inside, or tail-
gating. If you were caught
speeding you just received a
lovely photo of your car in
the mail, even if you weren't
the one driving", along with a
fine and a little note saying,
"I was doing 40 over in a
school zone and all I got was
4 points and this lovisy pic-
ture."
The Liberals will
play the blame
game to justify
their broken
promises as long as
the public will
tolerate it.
Frankly, we all should
have seen this coming when
Dalton signed a pledge to the
Canadian Taxpayers
Federation not to raise taxes
and then discovered a $5 bil-
lion deficit in the provincial
budget. The Liberals will play
the blame game to justify
their broken promises as
long as the public will toler-
ate it. But eventually Dalton
is going to have to balance
the books like Mr. Eves did
when he was in charge of the
budget under Mr. Harris in
those tumultuous post-NDP
days. And if you can't raise
income taxes, what better
way to line the public
coffers than with shameless
cash grabs?
Make no mistake about it
everyone: this is no transpar-
ent attempt to increase road
and motorist safety, by
Premier McGuinty's very
own words this is a "revenue
generator". In 1994, many of'
the current Liberal cabinet
ministers denounced photo
radar as "obscene" or as "just
cash machines" but now
Dalton insists that he has
"long been a supporter of
photo radar." So don't be too
surprised when you see
more toll roads and increased
user fees, and get a picture of
your car in the mail with a
little note:
"You've been Punk'D, Love
Dalton."
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Letters to The Cord
Exercising my anger
letters@wlusp .com
I couldn't believe when I saw
an article covering
Exclusively Women's fitness
on the front page of The Cord
("The fitness of gyms,"
January 14. 2004)! I had
actually mentioned to my
room mate that we should
write in to the paper and let
other people know what was
going on at this gym to warn
fellow students. Apparently
someone beat me to it!
After filling out a certifi-
cate for a shopping spree at
the clothing store
Boardwalk, both of us were
told we won something from
the gym who sponsored the
contest. Coincidence? I think
not! 1 think the school should
be concerned that stores
which are affiliated with the
school by use of the One-Card
are basically selling student
information to other busi-
nesses around town such as
this gym.
We were told to g-o to the
gym to pick up our "prize,"
but the prize was exactly
what April experienced! It
was like reading our own
experiences on paper. I con-
sider myself to be in good
shape, but the sales associate
did nothing but lecture us on
our goals and how we should
lose weight for half an hour!
Nice prize huh? And as the
sales rep kept talking- about
my weight. I couldn't help
but think that I looked a hell
of a lot better than she did!
I was so disgusted that
when we returned home I
called the manager and
voiced my concerns. I will
never step foot in that gym
again and I urge other girls
to do the same. It is one thing
to try and sell a membership
to people who are interested,
but to tell people they have
won a prize to lure them in
and then belittle them in
hopes of a profit is disgust-
ing. I was told 1 would be
receiving a prize, why should
I be made to feel cheap and
without goals when I don't
purchase the membership?
As an exclusively
women's
gym, they should be more
sensitive to the concerns of
women.
Thank you for exposing
this problem, and hopefully
they will rethink their sales
tactics which are primarily
designed around intimidat-
ing women into a member-
ship.
Lindsay Abbott
Irate Islam
I would like to comment
about The Cord article about
a book that is written by
Irshad Manji ("Bypass the
shelved Shopaholic for
Islam," January 8, 2004),
stating- that is was a 'must
read' and a good book.
It is important to under-
stand that Manji cannot
interpret Islam as she sees
fit, for she is not a Muslim
scholar. This applies to any-
one who is studying' any sub-
ject or undertaking any
career. What I mean is, being
a student of Computer
Science, it is not my place to
tell a Chemistry student
what to do, for I do not have
the knowledge or expertise
that subject requires.
Irshad Manji is by no
means qualified to give
Muslims advice and interpret
the Gur'an for them, for she
is by no means qualified. To
be a writer does not make a
person a scholar of the sub-
ject he is writing- about.
My concern is the propa-
ganda and false information
that is contained in her book.
Mostly, she seems to talk
about her personal experi-
ence and relates this back to
Islam, which she then bases
her judgements on. The
observation that could be
made is since Islam seems to
be in the spotlight because of
political events, a lot of peo-
ple such as writers want a
piece of the action, either for
financial gains or popularity.
Keep in mind these words of
advice: whenever a person
wants to learn about Islam
the person goes to the
source, and not to people of
interests who are not even
qualified for the task.
The Cord have previously-
published an issue with a
Qu'ranic passage on the
front page. Muslims take the
Qu'ran as the words of God,
and find it very offensive for
people to litter it all over the
place. We did not complain
back then for we understood
that you were unaware of
this, but with this recent
article we start to wonder if
this is amounting to prejudi-
cial discrimination.
This is a time for dealing
the atmosphere, not to pass
on the propaganda that is
being used to the advantage
of others.
Who are the victims in the
end?
The Muslims, and those
being misinformed about
Islam.
Helal Fattal
I specifically said "No
Sail!"
I am a second year student
here at Laurier and have
experienced one and a half
winters on our campus.
Although WilfridLaurier is a
nice campus, it has been my
experience, and the experi-
ence of others, that the use of
salt is extremely excessive.
On our campus, salt is
layered across dry sidewalks
and dumped over snow pack,
which is not slippery at all. I
understand that it is neces-
sary to ensure that no one
slips and is injured, but there
are alternatives to caking- on
salt. There are many prob-
lems that arise from the
excessive use of salt. For
example, the cleaning' staff
of Wilfred Laurier University
are having difficulties keep-
ing- the buildings clean
because the salt brought in
from outside on boots or
shoes, is staining the floors
and beginning- to form in
thick layers on floors that
are not available to be
cleaned every day. The salt
also ruins ears, clothes, and
boots. I have never had to
replace so many pairs of
boots.
Also, as a user of a guide
dog, I had to buy my dog
boots because' she cannot
work when there are layers
of salt outside. The substance
gets in between the pads on
her feet and crack them,
causing great discomfort
and can sometimes lead to
bleeding. The salt is also
toxic and I must be aware of
what she is licking. Last
year, the licking of the salt
off of her boots caused me to
have to pay a vet bill over one
thousand dollars. I am not
the only person who benefits
from a dog on campus, and I
am sure they and then* dogs
share my sentiments.
The salt is not toxic only
for her, but for the wildlife
that lives around here. In the
spring, the run-off seeps the
salt into the ground, slowly
poisoning the earth. It is
important that this issue be
looked at. Well, if you don't
want anyone to slip, why
don't you use sand instead?
Sand is cheaper. If you have
other ideas on how to reduce
the use of salt then use those
instead, but please, there
must be something done
about the salt problem.
Jessica Tuomela
The Anti-Freedom Trade
Last week (January 14th,
2004), The Cord Weekly pub-
lished "The Freedom Trade",
a collection of fallacies and
ambiguous half-truths, by
David Alexander. In this arti-
cle, Alexander discusses his
views on a few of the domi-
nant contemporary political
ideals or constructs. He
would have us believe that
the faith we put in freedom,
democracy and capitalism is
misplaced. I would like to
deconstruct his analysis in
order to prove its ludicrous-
ness.
Alexander's subversion
predictably begins by vilify-
ing American president
George W. Bush. He asks
how the president can
encourage democracy abroad
when there is a severe demo-
cratic deficit at home. The
3000 election debacle (where
Bush received fewer actual
votes than A 1 Gore) is proof
of this hypocrisy. But his
simplistic criterion of "free
and democratic" elections
hardly constitutes a substan-
tive democracy. According to
this reasoning Colombia,
Mexico and India are model
democracies, and the United
States, where elections are
stolen, is autocratic and
unjust. This view, of course,
is hogwash, because it
ignores a vibrant civil socie-
ty, two houses of representa-
tives, a powerful judiciary
and countless other checks
and balances present in the
US. Admittedly, America
may not be perfectly demo-
cratic, but democracy is so
rarely perfect.
Alexander finishes his
article with a scathing, yet
unexceptional, commentary
on capitalism. Like many
people who care about social
issues, he erroneously
blames the capitalist econom-
ic system for all of the
world's problems. If it wasn't
for the destructiveness ofbig
businesses and corporations,
the world would be a carefree
Utopia. This sort of demo-
nization of MNCs, while
quite in vogue, is oversimpli-
fied and not very convincing.
Even more appalling is that
Alexander has such a rudi-
mentary knowledge of eco-
nomics that his hypotheses
lose all credibility. Claiming
that the United States and
Canada are not free-market
economies because they sub-
sidize their industries is non-
sensical.
Ultimately, I think that
Alexander is stuck in a delu-
sional world looking for
absolutes. No matter how
many Michael Moore or
Naomi Klein books one
reads, trying to transpose
theoretical concepts _of
democracy and capitalism
into reality is not viable. Our
democracy may not be ideal,
and capitalism has many
shortcomings, but imperfect
versions of these are surely
more desirable than the
alternatives.
Daniel Madge
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I eat up letters like normal people eat up children!
Wait, that's not right... send letters.
Shifty's
Top 10biggesr Students'
Union Board of
Directors
disappointments,
2003-2004
7. Bryn Boyce
Position: Director
Way in which he disappointed
me: Not going through with
wearing these aviators to every
meeting like I told him to
6. Colin Shonk
Position: BOD Chair
Way in which he disappointed
me: Not allowing time for a
"Who's better-looking: me or
Bryn?" debate in the agenda.
2. Mystery Mouth.
Position: EVP:UA... shit, I gave
this away.
Way in which she disappointed
me: Not scoring me some crack
rock. This was the one thing I
wanted from WLUSU this year,
and as EVP:UA, it is this person's
job to negotiate the students'
position with outside organiza-
tions. What a terrible connec-
tion.
10. Anthony Piscitelli
Position: Director
Way in which he disappointed
me: Anthony did not yell enough
at BOD meetings
5. Lyndsey Jones
Position: BOD Vice-Chair
Way in which she disappointed
me: Despite what her critics may
have said, I think she could have
done MORE hair twirling
9. Connolly Aziz
Position: Director
Way in which he disappointed
me: Despite campaign promises,
my spirit was not raised by his
boosting of Laurier Athletics
4. Mike Borrelli
Position: Director
Way in which he disappointed
me: Serving for months without
being useless, and then quitting.
1. Dan Herman
Position: WLUSU President
Way in which he disappointed me:
One word:
8. J.D. Muir
Position: Director
Way in which he disappointed
me: Well, he didn't really, but I
just thought I'd use his photo to
make a point about gigantism
3. Rishi Kumar.
Position: Director
Way in which he disappointed
me: See #4. Also, refusing to
wear this hat when he quit.
EVIL.
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Indirect theft
Sven
McCullough
What were you
thinking
Every day I make a 20-
minute drive in my rusting
12-year-old Pontiac Sunbird,
from my house in Kitchener
to the university. And would-
n't you know my car is usual-
ly the worst one on the road.
I'd really like it if I had some
extra money that I wasn't
spending- in car insurance
fees to purchase a new car,
what with all the fancy DVD
players, On Star, remote key-
less entry and other features.
I'm stuck with a factory
stereo, (who's ever heard of a
Delco?) and remote-less key
entry.
For all of you who
want to give back
to the community,
think twice before
picking up a
hammer for
Habitat.
But herein lies the prob-
lem: Sven and his father are
middle class. When you're
filthy rich you can easily
afford life's luxuries, and
when you're dirt poor our
somewhat socialist country
has put in place safeguards
to provide you with govern-
ment subsidized housing- and
welfare payments. Where is
my new Volvo or BMW, and
why the hell do I slave away
for $7.35 at McDonalds of all
places to help those even
worse off than myself?
I'll be straight up with
you: I hate paying taxes, and
I despise paying unemploy-
ment insurance to finance
some asshole couch potato
shut-in's life of watching tele-
vision and surfing the inter-
net. People with the nerve
and sheer audacity to cheat
the system piss me off to 110
end, A week doesn't go by
without a sad story of a fami-
ly who didn't feel the need to
pay house insurance, and
whose house subsequently
met its end in a fire, in
Waterloo Region's joke of a
newspaper The Record. Well
boo-hoo for them. You don't
want to pay insurance, so
you can rot in hell for all I
care. If my father is stuck
paying then everyone ought
to and that's just the way it
is!
There is no shortage of
people screwing the system
out there. Those who go on
Worker's Compensation when
they aren't injured, chronic
welfare users and those bas-
tards who don't pay insur-
ance are all taking advantage
of an all-too-accommodating
society. When do I get a break
on my car insurance? I
deserve lower rates. Come on,
I've only been in one accident
and had two tickets.
You may say, "Calm down
Sven. There aren't actual peo-
ple who use the system like
you've imagined." To you I
say: you're dead wrong! I'm
reminded of it everyday 011
my drive to and from school.
I'm sure you've all heard of
Habitat for Humanity and the
wonderful charitable work
they do. Well, I drive by a
house that was built by this
non-profit organization and
what I see infuriates me.
Some low-income family that
had a house built for them
has a garage with a snowmo-
bile in it, three new cars, a
satellite dish, and a motor-
boat. How did a family who
shouldn't have even been able
to afford a house have all that
spare cash? I sure as hell
don't own a boat and like I
said, my car sucks.
So for all of you who want
to give back to the communi-
ty, think twice before picking
up a hammer for Habitat.
They may be taking advan-
tage of your idealism and
desire to help the less fortu-
nate. Instead, you could all
put a collection together to
buy me a boat.
Anchors away!
Watching the wheels
Could the entertainment industry be a
brilliant ploy to brainwash society?
That's not what "The OC" says
Len
Ball
Sweet
Deals
Siphoning- the attention of an
increasingly younger audi-
ence, monotonous entertain-
ment has become the focus of
popular youth lifestyles. This
observation is significant, as
it can be argued that youth
culture possesses the largest
and most easily accessed dis-
posable income. Through
modern economics and the
political and social integra-
tion of modern popular
Western culture, entertain-
ment can discourage and
impede the maintenance of
individual personal integrity.
Popular entertainment
has experienced the most
success through this form of
'capital poaching', and is
attempting to lead the main-
stay of youth culture into
performing the essential
function of buying into its
distorted idealism.
If we feed off these
simulations of real
people, does that
designate us as
representations
that are just as
derivative?
Most popular entertain-
ment (for example, most
music videos, pop music and
reality television) represents
the systematic subjugation of
a socio-cultural paradigm,
one that is already intellectu-
ally stagnated through a
dependence for and focus on
entertainment. Furthermore,
popular entertainment is
politically established to pro-
mote and encourage synthe-
sized behaviour in mass cul-
ture.
Relying on and subscrib-
ing predominantly to atti-
tudes projected through
entertainment and celebrities
of one kind or another, the
conscious decisions and criti-
cal thinking of the viewer are
undermined in favour of con-
venient distraction. The
information we are bombard-
ed with regarding both
celebrities and entertainment
itself does not often present
an invitation into the actual
lives of these people, but
rather superficiality and rep-
etition as a substitute. If we
can feed simply off these sim-
ulations of real people, then
does that designate us as rep-
resentations that are just as
bland and derivative?
The development of cul-
tural consciousness has been
suppressed and undermined
by gratuitous, intellectually
stagnated forms of entertain-
ment. Mindless entertain-
ment emasculates cognitive
awareness by providing the
viewer with a limited repre-
sentation of human interac-
tion and is particularly dis-
quieting when that limited
representation can serve as a
guideline for the growth of
self.
The depictions of individ-
uals in reality television and
the illustrated lives of celebri-
ties also undermine critical
thinking, reflect unreal pre-
tenses and make sweeping
oversimplifications regard-
ing Western cultural life.
This is accomplished
through stereotypical repre-
sentations and petty con-
flicts.
What exactly is the prob-
lem with this? Well, depict-
ing a representation of glam-
our and wealth (or the ambi-
tion for glamour and wealth)
as the only measure of suc-
cess is an unambiguously
partial focus of culture.
Individuals and social
groups looking up to people
who are focused on solely as
images and symbols hinders
the ability to develop mean-
ingful and constructive rep-
resentations of personality,
open-mindedness and self-
reflexivity. This does not,
however, infer that entertain-
ment automatically destroys
personal integrity, but rather
explains that it is far easier
to succumb to the allure of
perpetual entertainment than
to logically question the val-
ues it expresses and the
behaviour it condones.
The development
of cultural
consciousness has
been suppressed
and undermined by
gratuitous forms of
entertainment.
As a collective social
group, most noticeably a cap-
italist Western one, we seem
to have enlisted popular
entertainment as the repre-
sentative for our lifestyles,
leaving- limited room for per-
sonal development or social
awareness. The economic
system in which we partici-
pate works to keep our feet
marching to the steady beat
of administered behaviour,
regardless of how this affects
our culture and that is a seri-
ous problem.
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International
Alternative forums
World Social Forum 2004 sees 100,000 activists and
artists from around the world meet to protest the lopsided
and concurrent World Economic Forum in Switzerland
KRIS COTE
Staff Writer
Making' a break from Porto
Alegre. Brazil, the 2004
World Social Forum (WSF)
was held this past week in
India's corporate capital,
Mumbai. The event drew
more than 100,000 people
and featured speeches by
prominent figures, such as
Nobel Peace laureates Joseph
Stig'litz and Shirin Ebadi,
award-winning* author
Arundhati .Roy and French
farm-union leader Jose Bove.
The WSF is one of the
largest gathering's of social
activists and non-govern-
mental organizations, and is
the grassroots alternative to
the World Economic Forum
(WEF), hosted by big busi-
ness in Davos, Switzerland
each year. Over six days, the
WSF hosted hundreds of
forums and workshops on
globalization, militarism and
racism.
The WEF in Davos, begins
this week among snow drifts
and serene Swiss landscapes.
The theme of this year's
Economic Summit is
"Security and Prosperity
Equals Peace." '
While the WSF summit
ends before the WEF starts,
there will certainly not be
nearly the same numbers in
Davos.
The Mumbai summit fea-
tured a diverse crowd of par-
ticipants from 132 countries.
the conference was united in
its effort to illustrate that
there "is another way." As
Jose Bove yelled to a crowd of
cheering- people, "capitalism
The WSF is one of
the largest gather-
ings of social
activists and NGOs
and met recently in
Mumbai, India.
is not the only way." Adding
to the diverse group were
Italian Anarchists, Irish
nuns, Tunisian professors
and a Pakistani hard rock
group.
Since the conference has
been held in Brazil for the
past three years, officials
decided that a change in con-
tinents was needed.
Coordinator Michael
Haradom stated that "when
the forum is held in Brazil,
we witness a certain way of
thinking- that is very
American or European. And
now here we are in Asia, and
we are looking' at a complete-
ly different set of nongovern-
ment grassroots groups who
have a different way of chal-
lenging the system,"
Global protests and
marches erupted against the
possibility of a US invasion of
Iraq after last year's WSF.
and organizers, are hoping
the same will happen to com-
memorate the war's one-year
anniversary on March 20.
Greek activist T, Anastasia
said as she rallied support,
"We know that the Americans
will not leave Iraq easily. But
when there is opposition in a
big* way from around the
world I am confident it would
give a positive result."
However, not everyone is
participating in this year's
WSF and a fringe group of
far-left delegates created the
Mumbai Resistance 2004
conference. This group
claimed that the WSF had
been "co-opted by capitalism."
GN Saibaba, a Mumbai
Resistance organizer, criti-
cized the leaders of the WSF,
stating that "the WSF people
simply shout slogans when
out of power and then imple-
ment pro-globalization poli-
cies when in power." The
groups are also split on the
use of violence, with those
attending the Mumbai
Resistance conference advo-
cating violence to achieve
their means.
Despite the harsh criti-
cisms, the WSF remained a
grassroots event. Organizers
refused a donation by the US
Ford Foundation, have
banned multinational brands
like Coke and Pepsi and used
Linux as the interface to run
their computers.
The target of the
conference was US
foreign policy, as
groups criticized the
war in Iraq and"the
military arm of eco-
nomic globalization"
The prime target of the
conference was US foreign
policy, as groups criticized
US support of Latin
American terrorists, the war
in Iraq and what is seen by
Marcia Meyers as "the mili-
tary arm of economic global-
ization." The conference was
critical of firms such as
Bechtel and Halliburton who
have profited enormously
from the invasion of Iraq.
Finally, the conference
spoke out against mass
media, which participants
felt was too supportive of
American policies and raised
too few questions in the pub-
lic.
Contributed Photo
These Indian demonstrators light candles around a protest flag at the high-profile World Social Forum in Mumbai, India.
Aussie
interest
in shield
angers
Jakarta
TYLER WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
The recent decision by the
Australian government to
support the US-hacked anti-
missile shield could lead to
regional instability, accord-
ing' to a statement released by
the Indonesian government
on January 14.
This strong- statement,
released on the eve of a
February regional ministeri-
al meeting' to discuss coun-
terterrorism cooperation, did
not seem to ruffle Australian
Defense Minister Robert Hill
who stated that Indonesia
was comfortable with
Australia's decision to adapt
this ambitious missile plan.
However, a very different
reaction was heard from
Jakarta. Indonesian foreign
ministry spokesperson Marty
Natalegawa said the system,
which is unofficially dubbed
the Son of Star Wars, could
cause security concerns.
The Australian acceptance
of this long-in-development
system is seen as another
move by the United States to
make Australia its enforcer
in the East Asian region.
Australia and the United
States have worked in tan-
dem increasingly since
September 11 and particular-
ly since the Bali bombings in
Indonesia, in the area of
counterterrorism.
Indonesia is particularly
upset at Australia's failure to
consult first with the
Association of Southeast
Asian Nations (ASEAN). As
Indonesian Foreign Minister
Hassan Wirajuda stated, "I
always see in the context of
the joint security in the
region, it is necessary to have
a dialogue." Indonesia is also
particularly concerned that
the missile shield could trig-
ger an arms race within the
previously nuclear weapons-
free South East Asian region.
Under the missile shield
agreement, Australia will
purchase US missiles, some
of which wili be capable of
shooting down missiles dur-
ing flight in space. As well,
Australia, as a part of its 15.8
million Australian dollar
defense budget, will purchase
three air warfare destroyers
which would also have the
capacity to shoot down
incoming missiles in flight.
While sceptics have ques-
tioned the need for such an
expensive and elaborate
defense system, supporters
have justified it in light of the
potential nuclear threat
posed by North Korea, widely
regarded as a rogue nation.
Even the traditionally pacifist
country of Japan has invest-
ed in this missile shield.
However Indonesia, the
most populous country in the
South East Asian region,
clearly does not only feel that
this missile defense treaty is
unnecessary but also resents
the lack of communication
with Australia regarding this
issue, especially given the
close cooperation between the
two countries in counterter-
rorism measures during
recent months.
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Softwood issues
far from clear-cut
New WTO ruling hailed as US victory
but Canadians to pay lower duties too
KRIS COTE
Staff Writer
Last week saw several key
developments in the
Canadian-US softwood lum-
ber dispute. Beginning
Monday, Canadian officials
rejected a recent US proposal
to resolve the dispute.
Canadian Trade Minister Jim
Peterson stated that the dis-
cussion "was not a matter of
rejecting" the US offer, since
"all we're doing is pointing
out that there's no support
from the provinces." The
American delegates had
offered to withdraw the cur-
rent punitive tariffs on
Canadian lumber in return
for a cap on Canadian lum-
ber, limiting it to 31.5% of the
US market. Canadian lumber
exports currently make up
34% of the US market and
generate 6 billion in revenue
each year.
The dispute arose in 2002
when the US imposed strict
punitive tariffs on Canadian
lumber exports. The
Americans claimed that the
Canadian lumber was being
dumped in their market due
to unfair Canadian sub-
sidiaries, therefore deflating
the price of Canadian lumber
below the production cost of
American lumber. Since then,
the Americans have collected
1.6 million in charges, a sum
that Canada is seeking- to be
reimbursed. The rejected pro-
posal would have only seen
half of these charges
returned. The issue has been
brought before the WTO.
which has had split rulings
on various aspects of the tar-
iffs.
Americans claim
that Canadian
lumber is being
dumped in their
market at deflated
prices and that
high US trade
barriers are fair.
The most recent ruling
came on Friday, and ruled in
favour of the US. The WTO
stated that "the United States
did not violate any global
trade rules when it imposed
penalty tariffs on Canadian
softwood lumber," While the
Americans described the rul-
ing as "a big* win", Canadian
spokesperson Andre Lemay
pointed out that the ruling-
was just one of several points
of contention set before the
WTO tribunal, one of which
has already been ruled in
Canada's favour.
Another key point coming-
out of the decisions was a
reduction in countervailing*
duties (CVD) which were
imposed illegally by the US
Commerce Department.
Coming out of a NAFTA tri-
bunal complaint, the CVDs
have been reduced from 28%
to 21% reducing the amount
of duty that Canadian
exporters must pay. Lemay
told reporters that "ultimate-
ly, we think the duty ought to
be zero."
Finally, BC announced
Friday that it would alter the
method that it uses to value
the price of crown lands set
for timber. The alteration will
fully comply with the WTO
law and should appease the
Americans. The new
'stumpage' formulas, which
determine the price for log-
ging on crown lands, will
now integrate auction prices
into the equation. British
Columbia has suffered the
most out of all the provinces
since the tariffs were
imposed, and is hoping' the
new move will return pros-
perity to the region. The new
method will also appease the
US. who maintain that the
old method does not accurate-
ly reflect the market price for
timber.
Japanese forces on
historic trip to Iraq
Japan has sent their first international
force overseas since the end of WW2
BRYN BOYCE
International Editor
The first Japanese troops
deployed to a combat zone
since the end of the Second
World War recently landed in
Samawah, Iraq with a bang-.
The first wave of 30
Japanese troops landed in
Southern Iraq soon to be
reinforced by a force reach-
ing 1,000. The troops are
going to be largely involved
in humanitarian work and
reconstruction efforts.
According to the Japanese
Peace Constitution written
after the Japanese capitula-
tion in 1945, the island-state
is not permitted to send it's
armed forces abroad and may
only hold forces for home-
land defense. "The Japanese
people forever renounce the
use of force as means of set-
tling international disputes."
The deployment, although
highly contested in other
parts of Asia, has gained very
httle press in Japan itself.
The Director-General of
Japan's Defense Agency,
Shigeru Ishiba, announced
t, at he will be managing
information distribution"
because "Journalists have too
few questions during too
many press conferences."
The Prime Minister,
Junichiro Koizumi. kept
Ishiba's remarks at arms
length but did state that
keeping the public from wor-
rying too much would be
good for morale.
The rest of Asia's news
media has been far more
vocal in this symbolic
Japanese move citing past
Japanese militarism and
international conquests as a
possible product of this con-
stitutional relaxation.
The media has
cited a dangerous
rise in Japanese
militarism to be
behind deployment
North Korea's Pyongyang-
radio pointed out that only a
minority (40%) of Japan sup-
port Koizumi's initiative and
that "all parts of Japan
protested strongly."
The China Youth Daily, a
communist newspaper, was
quoted as saying, "Although
we cannot yet claim that
Japan's troop dispatch will
inevitably take it back to its
previous militaristic path,
this large scale military
action has fundamentally
undermined the Peace
Constitution and push Japan
a large step forward towards
becoming a major military
power."
Despite the pointed con-
cerns there are some serious
strings attached to the
Japanese contingent.
It's unclear whether the
Japanese troops will receive
missions in the hottest spots
of Iraq and be forced to fire
shots in the Middle Eastern
country. If they are deployed
in combat situations, they
will only be permitted to
defend themselves directly
and not any other forces they
fight with.
A Dutch squad has been
assigned to protect the
Japanese and are able to
engage in the "collective self-
defense" tactics which are
forbidden for the Japanese.
China and Japan have had
a history of often fiery suspi-
cion dating- back hundreds of
years. .Parts of China have
fallen under Japanese control
through military invasions
in the 1930s creating occa-
sional rifts in diplomatic ties.
Just last fall a large group
of Japanese business men
travelled to a Chinese hotel
and held a three-day orgy
with Chinese prostitutes. The
Chinese government and
media were incensed because
the orgy ended on the 72nd
anniversary of Japan's 1931
invasion of China.
Windows to
the World
Brazilian farmers and agricultural activists rallied in front
of the Ministry of Agriculture to protest inaction by
President Luiz Inacio Lula Da Silva, the first lower class
President, to enact land reform. Upon entering office, Da
Silva promised to settle 60,000 landless Brazilians in 2003
but only successfully found plots for 36,301. Already
180,000 are awaiting government headway in finding them
homes fully expecting Da Silva to make good on his promise
to find 400,000 spots in 4 years. Brazil, the largest South
American economy, has failed in other areas of social
reforms as Da Silva struggles to stem violence and poverty in
the notoriously corrupt country. In 2003, Brazil had the
most unequal distribution of wealth of any country.
Sheik Ahmed Yassin, the spiritual leader of the Palestinian
militant group Hamas (pictured in white), had threats
mounted against him by the Israeli government who
renewed their commitment to striking high-profile targets.
Israeli Defense Forces Chief of Staff Lt.-Gen. Moshe Ya'alon
made these announcements last week and have enraged
many Palestinians who contend that such acts are acts of ter-
rorism. The Sheik also announced that equal opportunity
has come to the Middle East conflict. In the wake of a suicide
attack by a 22-year-old mother. Yassin stated that, "This
seems to be a new beginning for women, but, it is a continu-
ation for the program of martyrdom and fighting, by men
and women."
The Israeli Ambassador to Sweden. Zvi Mazel, recently out-
raged members of the Swedish government and art commu-
nity. While touring Stockholm's Museum of National
Antiquities, Mazel was seen throwing* a spotlight at a case
holding a piece of Swedis art. The piece entitled "Snow White
and the Madness of Truth" was comprised of a small boat
with the picture of of Islamic Jihad suicide bomber, Hanadi
Jaradat, floating in a pool ofred water. The Israeli-born artist
said "it was supposed to call attention to how weak, lonely
people can be capable of horrible things." Following the inci-
dent, Ariel Sharon announced that the Isreal government
stands fully behind Mazel's actions and used the incident as
an opportunity to warn about increasing anti-seminism.
Compiled by Bryn Boyce
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International Opinion
Argentina's
unclean past
Argentinean photos show military
torture squads under new democracy
Michael
Borrelli
Human
Plights
Often, it just takes time for
us to admit we're wrong-.
We've all at one point or
another done something that
we defended vehemently,
even blindly, because we
couldn't deal with the idea
that we were wrong. Think
back to an incident. Whether
it was with your parents, a
roommate, a friend or a co-
worker, perhaps now under
the light of sober reconsider-
ation you can finally admit
that perhaps you were
wrong.
When dealing with
nation-states, this type of
reconsideration occurs much
less frequently, and an
admission of guilt occurs
even more rarely. I'm sure
many of us can agree that the
United States would be doing
the 'right thing' by officially
apologizing to all black peo-
ple for enslaving them and
founding a nation on their
backs, but it's rather unlikely
that a real apology is forth-
coming. An apology might
also require monetary repa-
rations for the damage done
to an entire race of people,
and with a trillion dollar
deficit looming", Dubya isn't
going to open up the USA to
that liability anytime soon.
Pictures could con-
firm what many
fear: that soldiers
are still being
trained in torture
Just last week though.
Argentina opened up part of
an old wound, and there
might be a chance that this
gangrenous gash might be
exposed, if not cleansed,
before it is forgotten for
good.
Argentina lived through a
brutal military dictatorship
that began in a coup in 1976
and finally came to an end in
1983 after Argentina's failed
attempt to annex the
Falkland Islands. During
this period, an estimated
80,000 Argentineans were
suspected to have 'disap-
peared' at the hands of the
military junta that ran the
country in what is known as
the 'Dirty War', To this day,
those responsible for this
atrocity have not been.
brought to justice because of
sweeping amnesty laws.
Of course the Argentinean
government has no wish to
reopen a wound that large by
investigating the fates of
those 30,000 missing in the
'Dirty War", but just last
week pictures emerged that
showed soldiers holding
rifles and electric prods in a
mock concentration camp at
a military base. The pictures,
believed to be taken in 1986
after the military was ousted,
have confirmed the worst
suspicions of some
Argentineans: That their mil-
itary still conducted and
trained its soldiers in torture
even after democracy was
restored.
The Argentinean govern-
ment has promised an inves-
tigation into the pictures,
and while this move is far
short of a full investigation
into its own dirty past during
the 1976-83 period, perhaps
the Argentinean government
will do the 'right thing' and
fully expose the horrors that
have been carried out since.
It's unlikely though, that the
investigation into the pic-
tures will unearth much to
satisfy the families of those
that suffered through the
brutal treatment of the mili-
tary, or that they will apolo-
gize for it.
For the families of those
disappeared, who have been
fighting for recognition of
the 'Dirty War' for more than
20 years now, this might be
the opening that they can
lodge their foot into in order
to get the proper investiga-
tion they deserve. Yes,
unlikely, but hope is better
than despair
Maybe then, in 20 years,
the United States will apolo-
gize to the hundreds of
unnamed and unknown pris-
oners being held and tor-
tured, as many human rights
organizations allege, at its
not-quite-POW camp in
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. Or
better yet, the hundreds, if
not thousands of Arab or
Arab-looking men that the
US government has targeted
for arrest, questioning, or
torture-style interrogations
on the grounds that they
might be a threat to national
security.
Saying you're sorry is the
hardest thing* to do, but it's
that characteristic that
makes it so valuable to those
you've hurt. On the other
hand, pretending you've done
nothing wrong at all has a
pretty solid record of success.
Plus, it's a whole lot easier.
Cynical opportunism, never
hurt anyone, right?
Good media management
The anti-globalization movement has
to improve its image in the public eye
Anthony
Piscitelli
The A-C
Bloc
Over the past two years I
have been captivated with the
'anti-globalization' move-
ment. I have read books
about the movement, worked
on "Voice of Dissent", a doc-
umentary film about protest
and at times I've participated
in the movement not only as
a protestor but also as an
organizer. After doing all
this, I believe I have earned
the right to offer criticism of
the movement.
The main criticism I
would like to offer to the
movement is on its usage of
the media. Canadian media is
not entirely unbiased howev-
er the claim that the media
intentionally ignores their
message is unfounded.
Instead a primary problem
with movement is it's lack of
understanding on how to
deliver a coherent message to
the media.
I was in Calgary working
as an interviewer for "Voices
of Dissent" during the G8
Summit Protests. On the last
day of the summit I was
given the day off and decided
that I would participate in
that days' protests. This par-
ticular protest featured an
activist covered in mud to
symbolize the destruction of
the earth as well as others
handing out pamphlets to
explain the protest.
However, because the
pamphlets were poorly done
they did little to enlighten
the average Canadian to the
rationale behind the protest.
Sadly the protestors on this
day had a simple message,
namely that corporations
were not doing enough to
protect the environment. The
result of this poorly pack-
aged message was that the
nightly news simply showed
images of the protest ignor-
ing its context. Sadly, this
type of example is character-
istic of a typical protest.
The other problem that
the movement has is getting
its message out through peo-
ple that are both willing and
articulate enough to speak
with the media. As an inter-
viewer for "Voices of
Dissent", I talked to many in
the protest movement both on
the streets and in a formal
interview settings. I found
two major problems with my
interviewees.
First was the type of peo-
ple who were willing to be
interviewed. While I met
many articulate activists
these individuals seldom
seemed willing' to appear on
camera. Instead the type of
interview that was easy to get
was typically a less articulate
protestors covering his face
with a bandana.
The second problem I
found was that the leaders of
the protest movement seemed
to lack any formal media
training. In interviewing
right-wing organizations we
found well-coached
spokespersons but the
protest leaders in contrast
did not know how to give a
short sound byte that could
easily be used by the media.
While I have a bleak out-
look, there are signs that the
movement is developing an
ability to tailor its message to
the media. One group, the
radical frogs, stand out in my
mind.
To explain global warm-
ing this group tells a story
about how a frog can be slow-
ly boiled alive by putting it in
a pot of water and slowly
turning up the heat. They
use this, as a comparison to
what is happening to earth
and add that if society does
not act now it may become
too late for the earth just like
for the frog.
This analogy has played
very well in the nightly news.
So for those in the movement
do not be too hard on the
media, if you learn to tailor
your message you can get
results.
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To learn more, please call
Probity Medical Research:
519.5 7 9.9535
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The world's trashed, on to Mars!
Brendan
Jones
Extra Value
I Spiel
Some cheered and others
jeered when George W. Bush
proclaimed to the group
gathered at the NASA head-
quarters in Washington, "To
infinity, and beyond!"
Actually it went kind of" more
like, "We will build ships to
carry man forward into the
universe, to gain a new
foothold on the moon and to
prepare for new journeys to
the worlds beyond our own,"
But some would argue that if
you slapped a small plastic
suit and a fish bowl on oF
George W. he'd make a pretty
convincing Buzz Lightbeer.
That aside, a lot of people
got excited when Bush
announced his intentions to
cram a bunch of Americans
into a sardine can and then
shoot them at the moon.
Upon landing on said moon,
their mission is to begin
hoarding moon garbage, like
a bum living under the
Gardiner Expressway, which
will propel their sardine can
to Mars.
But why go to Mars? The
Mars rover 'Spirit' is up there
right now, cruising across
the red planet like a Lincoln
Navigator on the New Jersey
Turnpike; it isn't going too
fast and there's barren waste-
land as far as the eye can see.
Plus, we have Saddam and I
don't think Osama's dialysis
machine came with rocket
boosters.
So unless Spirit, after ana-
lyzing some Mars rocks
while looking for evidence
that there was once water on
Mars, discovers that Mars is
really harbouring weapons of
mass destruction, why send
Americans to Mars? To use
the President's own words,
"It is time for America to take
the next steps."
These aren't exactly baby
steps he is referring to
either. Bush's plans include
meeting and concluding U.S.
involvement in the
International Space Station,
which will be complete by
2010.
Upon reaching this goal,
the U.S. space shuttle pro-
gram will retire and move to
Arizona where it will live out
the rest of its days on a tidy
401(k). Its successor, the ten-
tatively titled 'crew explo-
ration vehicle,' will be devel-
oped by 2008. The explo-
ration vehicle will begin fer-
rying astronauts "beyond
our orbit to other worlds,"
picking up where the Apollo
command module left off:
with a Tom Hanks movie.
Finally, by 2020, George
W. plans to have returned the
American civilization to the
moon for the first time since
December of 1972. In his
speech to the NASA faithful,
George likens this new era of
space exploration to Lewis
and Clark's exploration of the
American mid-West regions
acquired through the
Louisiana Purchase 200
years prior.
To Bush, the moon's vast
open expanses might as well
be the great Trans-
Mississippi West.
"Establishing an extended
human presence on the moon
couid vastly reduce the cost
of further space exploration,
making possible even more
ambitious missions," stated
the President. "We can use
our time on the moon to
develop and test new
approaches and technologies
and systems that will allow
us to function in other, more
challenging', environments."
Replace 'on the moon'
with locked in a crude small
shack' and 'space' with 'fron-
tier' and the parallels to late
19th century American
expansionism are uncanny.
President Bush also
explained that stuff "assem-
bled and provisioned on the
moon could escape its far-
lower gravity using1 far less
energy and thus cost far
less." In a testament to
American economic ingenu-
ity George added, "Lifting
heavy spacecraft and. fuel out
of Earth's gravity is expen-
sive."
But how expensive is
sending a bunch of
Americans to play in a big-
grey sandbox 385,000 kilo-
meters above the earth and
eventually sending them off
to play in a big red one? At
this point, only $12 billion of
which $11 billion is being-
redirected from current
NASA spending, still
amounting to only a minis-
cule fraction of the entire US
annual budget.
This is a small price to pay
to ideologically and scientifi-
cally place your country
above all the rest, if you ask
me. Inevitably, the Canadian
government will try to come
up with a way to attach some
grotesque arm to Bush's
exploration vehicles for the
purpose of opening beer cans
hundreds of miles above
Earth. In the meantime, how-
ever. why don't we stop com-
plaining- about George W. try-
ingl to take over the world?
After all, Mars is not in
the Middle East, Asia, or
Central America and he has-
n't even called Martians "evil-
doers" yet. The most that can
happen is that they will
stumble on a planet inhabited
by super-intelligent man-
drills.
We should at least
applaud President Bush for
looking- to the cosmos in our
strife-defined times and giv-
ing- the American civilization,
and the human race as a
whole, a new goal to aspire
to. Ultimately, where would
we be today if on May 25,
1961 another U.S. President
had not had the testicular
fortitude to say, "I believe we
should go to the moon"?
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Feature
CLASSIC FUN
Dungeons and Dragons... Dragons and Dungeons
Craig Radcliffe
Feature Editor
From a very young age, I was fasci-
nated by fantasy worlds. Tolkien
got me started but I soon branched
out into all sorts of peripheral
worlds of fantasy. I went through a
phase of obsession with Hero Quest
(a simple board game in the typical
fantasy mode) and I soon pro-
gressed to Magic cards and tabletop
strategy games like Warhammer
40,000 and Battletech. Eventually I
ended up taking an interest in the
much-ballyhooed tabletop role-
playing games. My poison of
choice: Vampire: the Masquerade.
For those who don't know, role-
playing games (like Vampire: The
Masquerade and the original and
most popular/infamous Dungeons
and Dragons) are games played
with little more than dice, sheets of
paper with character information,
and the players' imaginations.
Dungeons and Dragons itself suf-
fered much backlash from religious
communities concerning its occult
content (a la Harry Potter) includ-
ing an absurd claim that at higher
levels players had to make sacri-
fices and learn 'real witchcraft'.
The games are usually run by a
'Dungeon Master', or DM, who
creates the scenarios with which the
other players are faced, moderates
the events, and has the final say
over everything in the game. The
rest of the players must work within
the rules of the games and the con-
straints of the DM to accomplish a
particular goal. The 'goal' of the
game varies from the hack'n'slash
(kill everything in sight) to the sto-
rytelling experience in which the
players interact to further a story
arc.
Vampire: the Masquerade, in
particular fit into the latter category
of a storytelling experience. In
Vampire, the protagonist (as you
may have supposed) is a vampire.
These vampires are darker, more
aggressive versions of human
beings who struggle to maintain
their 'humanity' in a world where
acts of brutality and violence are
commonplace and necessary for
survival. The ultimate goal of the
game is to battle forces of greater
evil to protect the 'herd' of humans
upon which they feed.
The background story supplied
in the plethora of sourcebooks that
run upwards of $15 and peak at a
ridiculous $60 is extremely
detailed, albeit derivative of sources
such as Anne Rice and a wide vari-
ety of world mythologies, including
Biblical references to the story of
Cain and Abel. This background is
D & D!
Mike Borrelli
Staff Writer
From a very young age, my brother,
sister, and I made up a load of crap
games. Whether it was pretending to
be a bunch of idiotic school children
taking made-up tests while we wait-
ed for my mom in her classroom
after school, or inventing semi-
ingenious ways to physically harm
one another, there was tonnes of
crap to go around.
But nothing filled the made-up-
crap void in our lives more than
Dungeons and Dragons. I'm not
quite sure how this game made it
into our collection (which was
rounded out by Hamburger,
Monopoly Jr., Scrabble, and dad's
many trivial pursuit editions) but
one rainy summer, before we had to
get jobs and work like real greasy
teens, we pulled this dusty ol' game
out of the closet and decided to play.
Firstly, we didn't understand the
rules. It seemed much too nerdy for
us. What the hell were goblins, and
what did they want from us? SEGA
games? Thick glasses and Noxema?
Hell, we even had to use our
imagination (shudder) to play the
damn thing. So we raided another
castle-goblin-geeky fantasy game
my brother had for some cool
sword-carrying barbarian and staff-
wielding wizard plastic pieces and
thus started a summer of making
crap up.
In this game, I was a god. Yup,
I was the Dungeon Master, the iiber-
used as inspiration for the DM's
plot, and serves to spark the imagi-
nation of all participants (not to
mention the ulterior motive of
piquing the interest of avid fans in
the various novels available for pur-
chase).
The role-playing experience is a
remarkable one in which a group of
people indulges in a collective
imaginative experience. Rather than
participating in an anti-social activ-
ity such as playing video games
where the imaginative potential is
limited to the constraints of the par-
ticular game, role-playing allows
people to unite and indulge their
creative and imaginative energies in
a social atmosphere.
Nerd who made up all the most fan-
tastic crap possible. Now, if you've
ever played any game with me
where there is some interpretation of
the rules, you know that I stretch it
to the limit. Since D&D had barely
any rules save for ninety pages of
complicated theorems revolving
around multi-sided dice, I dispensed
with them entirely and made up my
own, even MORE complicated
rules. I was God; I was allowed to
do that; I'm the oldest.
So the days that my brother stole
my cookie, damn, he'd pay for it on
the gameboard, not being able to
open the Gates of Yaalaarn, or get-
ting only 3 experience points for
killing a Bridge-Ore (weapon level
6). And the other days that my sister
gave me sass-back, her character
(some super-effeminate elf or some-
thing, I'm certain) would have the
Dagger of Mystrion jabbed through
its tiny little heart, or would have to
battle Ichabod, the painfully annoy-
ing and indestructible gnome, for
two hours.
Wow, that was such a great sum-
mer. It's likely that if my mother
hadn't eventually forced us to get
jobs one year, we would still be
enjoying those mystical battles that
only existed inside of our hormone-
twisted minds. Maybe today I'd
even settle all my conflicts on the
gameboard, and I'd win, because
I've got a level 19 Thief backing me
up, and he gets to roll a 3D20 with
the Mace of Ashantu, so you'd bet-
ter watch out, nerd!
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BOARDGAMES
MINI
Eliot Quattaro
Cord Feature
If you've seen the Lord of the
Rings: Return of the King, you
understand how cool computer
effects can make a battle look. Eye-
popping chaos. Edge-of-your-seat
excitement. It wasn't too long ago
that in order to see a battle of that
scale you'd actually have to have
that many people on the field.
On the opposite end of the scale,
a far cry from the drama and realism
of the war movie, is the war game.
Think Axis and Allies or Risk; both
classic board games attempting to
capture the strategy and drama of
war on a large scale. Now take that
one step further and focus in on one
specific battle. That is what is cap-
tured in the Miniature War Game.
You have to forgive the image
of the pimply 14-year-olds being
dropped off by their parents at the
Warhammer store in the mall. They
don't really get it. Warhammer is
the Blink 182 of the game genre.
The real thing, authentic histori-
cal war gaming, has its roots in
reenacting actual events and battles.
For instance, in Britain there is an
obsession with reenacting events
like the Battle of Waterloo (1815) or
Agincourt(l4ls).
The field is a table set to repre-
sent the terrain and conditions of the
day. The pieces are painstakingly
and accurately painted representa-
tions of the soldiers involved. There
are sets ofrules that try to accurate-
ly represent the 'reality' of war
without costing actual playability,
which is to say that realism is often
sacrificed in the face of ease ofplay.
Like every hobby, there are varying
degrees of fanatics and devotees.
There is a tendency for history buffs
to be drawn to the game but it is not
exclusive to these buffs. There is
also a wide variance in the games
available by battle, by war, by peri-
od, etc. There are naval games,
games covering the Viking hordes
invading Europe and so on. The list
you can choose from is pretty damn
long.
If you are worried by the obses-
sive fastidiousness that comes with
using miniatures you can also try
the board based ones, like the fine
variety published by Avalon Hill
games. In these cases, the semi-real-
istic table is replaced by a flat game
board that is broken into hexagons
and the miniature soldiers replaced
by square cardboard counters. The
rules are often similar, but some
prefer to avoid the hassle of drag-
ging around and maintaining a
miniature pewter standing force.
However, this is not a hobby for
everybody. It takes a certain type of
person to spend hours reading about
military history and then go to a
meet or game session and try to
outdo history's greatest strategic
leaders. These armchair Napoleons
and McCarthys are out there. They
teach our children and work in our
banks. They have a love of history
and good conversation about, well,
history.
LIFE
Alysia Wyville
Cord Feature
As a child without a television,
board games were a constant form
of entertainment. Without the Ninja
Turtles, She-ra or even Zach
Morris, board games held a wealth
of possibility. The 'game' closet
was packed with such classics as
Monopoly, Word up, Candy Land,
and Battleship. But when my par-
ents got me The Game ofLIFE, that
board game was the game.
The daily arguments between
my young sister and myself over
my 'cheating' should have a caused
a maiming, but instead I am left
with all my original limbs and a
realization that most of my current
interests derived from my disdain
for certain aspects of LIFE. First,
the game told me I had to get a job
or go to university. There was no
"back pack across Europe" option.
Unsatisfactory. With the choice of
job or university made, I then had to
pick a Salary card, which was mis-
leading in that it assumed that all
people work on salary. Also, did the
salary deduct EI and CPP? Does the
company have benefits? All perti-
nent questions left unanswered by
LIFE.
Second, the game told me I had
to get married, but it didn't say to
whom. The number of times my sis-
ter threw the car across the room
with either two women or two men
in it is as easy to calculate as Pi.
Third, I had to get a house with
my 'husband'. I doubt I'm responsi-
ble enough to buy a car, let alone a
house, which means more bills than
I ever want to deal with. Rent with
utilities included? Yes please.
Lastly, the game assumed that I
would one day be comfortable
enough to retire, which I suppose
means that CPP was coming out of
that salary, though the game never
directly stated it.
The Game of Life did teach me
one positive thing: don't believe in
the meritocracy. Sometimes, try as I
might, I can't spin a ten. Just move
on to the next square.
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Student Life
Do it like your ancestors did
The missionary position, kama sutra, rear entry and the
g-spot all started somewhere...so listen up!
KHALILA SAWYER
Staff Writer
Have you ever wondered
where popular sexual prac-
tices originated, or why we
do the things we do in the
bedroom? Ancient sexual
attitudes, customs and prac-
tices have the answers to
these questions and have
proven to influence the whole
course of human sexual
development. There are still
remnants of the sexual prac-
tices of early ancient civiliza-
tions in contemporary cul-
ture. These ancient practices
give us an idea as to where
our sexual roots came from.
Early Christianity
In earlier times, St. Paul
advocated celibacy as a
means of' staying- pure under
the eyes of God. Sex was
reserved more so for procre-
ation rather than pleasure
and was often done in the
missionary position. The mis-
sionary position was most
common since it differentiat-
ed man from animal. Other
positions, like rear entry,
mirrored acts done by ani-
mals and were seen as unnat-
ural. The particular position
also ensured that procreation
occurred, which was the ulti-
mate goal.
Ancient Greece
Some scholars have said that
words like androgyny, aphro-
disiac, eroticism, hermaphro-
ditism, nymphomania and
pederasty could all be traced
to early Greek sexuality.
Often, older men engaged in
relationships with younger
boys.
The relationships were
primarily based on extending
the moral and intellectual
development of the boys but
frequently crossed the line
between platonic and loving,
and became sexual relation-
ships. Homosexual relation-
ships between men were thus
seen as normal and while
most of the relationships
included sex, very few sus-
tained true long term rela-
tionships. Most of these men
later married women.
Ancient China
The ancient Chinese believed
that men and women were
divided into the yin and the
yang. Women were said to
have had an infinite supply
of yin while men had a limit-
ed supply of yang. It was for-
bidden for men to use up
their yang without acquiring
a sufficient amount of yin
first. This meant that a man
should prolong his ejacula-
tion allowing for the woman
to ejaculate a number of
times, thus allowing the man
to acquire her yin. If this did
not happen, it was believed to
cause health problems and
even death in some instances.
Ancient Egypt
In ancient Egypt sex was pri-
marily viewed as essential to
life. Since the ancient
Egyptians were extremely
open minded, sex was seen as
a pleasurable and guilt-free
act and various types of sex-
ual behaviours were often
accepted. Ancient Egyptians
revelled in the sexual prac-
tices of homosexuality.
incest, exhibitionism, prosti-
tution and transgenderism
among other behaviours.
Believing that the afterlife
was an extension of life lived
on earth, artificial penises
and nipples were placed on
their mummies and believed
to become fully functional in
the afterlife, ensuring, if so
desired, an enjoyable eternal
life. Ancient Egyptians also
valued cleanliness and kept
their bodies hair free in order
to avoid contracting pubic
lice during sexual acts.
Ancient. India
Like ancient Egypt, sexual
practices and attitudes in
ancient India were quite lib-
eral. These behaviours were
regulated through the caste
system so that sex would
occur between people of the
same caste rather than
between people of different
castes. What India was most
recognized for in terms of
sexual literature, however,
was the texts of The Sixty-
Four Arts. The Sixty-Four
Arts were a compilation of
texts that referred to the art
of love, passion, and pleasure
and included Kama Sutra,
the most famed of the texts.
Originally these texts were
written for and used by the
upper classes and nobility
but today Kama Sutra is one
of the most well known love-
making manuals available to
the general public. Kama
Sutra gives details on any-
thing from kissing tech-
niques and techniques of
arousal, to sexual positions
for ultimate pleasure.
Ultimately, we gain our sexu-
al experiences from the past.
While the missionary posi-
tion may not be the only posi-
tion that we use when having
sex (thanks to Kama Sutra),
it still proves to work best
when trying to conceive, just
as cleanliness and premature
ejaculation are as much of an
issue for some today as they
were in the past.
Looks like Meg Ryan gave up
some of her yin in this pic!
News: you're no Dirk Diggler
To all you guys who think that those
moans, panting and back arching are
genuine, bad news...we're faking it.
Lindsay
Blewett
I can fake
it any day
It's that time again. You're
lying- in bed and your signif-
icant other/one night, stand is
pumping' away and looking
at you to see if you're into it.
You make a few well-timed
moans and bite your lip. you
know the drill. Guys are so
stupid. They think they're
hot shit in bed. when really,
they're barely average. Most
women have never orgasmed
from sex. They don't want to
blame the guy. so they'll
blame themselves. I've heard
it before, "hey, I'd like to file a
missing person's report. I
can't find my G-spot," I'm
sure that's true for some, but
honestly, not every single
woman in the world is miss-
ing a G-spot, so a good num-
ber of those 'studs' really
aren't doing a very good job.
And guys, if you think you
are. and that no woman has
ever faked her orgasm for
you, you poor things, what
small lives you lead. Go
Once you're doing
the deed watch
how your woman
reacts. A girl can
groan and moan
like it's real..can
you tell the
difference?
watch When Harry Met Sally.
Women are pros at faking
orgasm. It's a natural evolu-
tion/reaction to the fact that
men have no idea how to
push a woman's buttons. You
can't just thrust and expect
us to quiver. And don't expect
a woman to be able to get off
in under five minutes either
guys, so you might want to
work on that endurance.
First off, women like fore-
play. We like to get warmed
up. Think of it like making a
frozen dinner. You have to
thaw it out before it's good to
eat. The same goes for a
woman. Having sex with a
woman before she's warmed
up is like eating your
Miehelina's straight out of
the freezer, and you wouldn't
eat your dinner frozen would
you? So pay us some atten-
tion, kiss our necks, caress
our bodies, and for the love of
all things latex, please do not
neglect our nether regions. If
you're a really nice guy, you
might want to get your girl
off before sex. That way, if
you suck in bed. the night
isn t a total waste. But now
that I think of it, if you suck
in bed, you probably suck at
oral sex too, so nevermind.
Once you're finally doing
the deed, be sure to watch
how your woman reacts. Any
woman can groan and moan
and make it believable, but
there are subtle signs that
will give away whether or not
she is truly into what you're
doing. First, how's her
breathing? Short, quick
bursts, or is she breathing
normally? Small, shallow
breaths are a good sign that
she's at least getting a little
bit into it. Ok, you know
what? I'm lying. There is
nothing you can do to tell if
your woman is faking". A
good faker can pull out all
the stops. She's got the
breathing, noises, faces and
body movements down pat.
She will have you believing
that if sex were a sport in the
Olympics, you would be the
gold medal winner.
Guys, the best way to
know if you're doing a good
job is to just ask. And don't
wait to ask her after you're
finished, 'hey did you go?"
because most women will flat-
out lie and that won't- get you
anywhere. Say something-
like, "please don't fake, if I
suck, just tell me." A woman
will feel more comfortable
showing" you what they like
if they know you aren't going*
to be insulted. It will take
time, but eventually, you'll
figure out how to please your
lady, and then when she yells
out your name, she'll really
mean it.
Ahhhhhh....Uhhhhh...Ohhhhhhhhh Mmmmmmmmmm.-.Don't stop baby! Do it! Do it! Harder! Harder!
Across:
1 WLU first aid group
4. Toothed into
10. Spanish 'yes'
11. Plane prefix
13. Corrode
15. When it
,
it pours
17. Physical substance
18. Confined in a cage
19. Not good, villainous
20. Earth's satellite
22 French 'in'
23. Tidies
25 Bothers
28. Gloats, boasts
29. Drunk slang
31. Simple word
32. Greek singer
36. Done one time
37. DNA sequence
39. Female pronoun
41. Christian Holy day
42. Groom meticulously
44. Fatigued or bored response
45. Group ofanimals
Down:
1. Hearing organ
2. A field, sphere, or province
3. Three prefix
5. Information technology abbrev.
6. Tram and control
7. Buys and sells
8. Lord of the Rings' Treebeard
9. Night., slang
10. Become smaller
12. Study of tumors
14. Cut away ties
16, Not crazy
21. California county abbrev.
24. Long period of time
25. One magazine
26. Unhappy
27. Human endeavor
28. Trade without money
29. Fermented juice
30. Or, not nor
33. Olde Englishe: Cold Argentina
34. Negative prefix
35. To throw away
38. Baseball statistic
39. To perceive with eyes
40. Final scene
43. Rhodium short form
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Depo, pills and condoms... the breakdown
Know how much protection you have
on your side before you do it. Do it!
NICOLE HUGGINS
Staff Writer
Method: Male Condom
How it Works: The condom is
worn on the penis and acts as
a barrier, blocking- semen
from, entering- your partner's
body. This method protects
against pregnancy and
STD's.
Effectiveness/Pros: The male
condom is approximately
80% effective. It not only pro-
tects against pregnancy but
potentially life threatening
STD's as well.
Possible Side Effects/Cons:
Some condom users may
experience mild to severe
allergic reactions to the latex
in condoms. However, non-
latex condoms are now avail-
able, as well as lamb skin
condoms. Condoms may be a
fairly effective method of
birth control and STD protec-
tion but they do have a ten-
dency to dry out, be uncom-
fortable, slip off or break.
Availability/Cost: Condoms
are available without pre-
scription at drug stores and
most convenience stores.
Many local health centres
provide free condoms. All
you have to do is walk in,
grab some freebies and leave.
No need to stay and chat
about your sex life. When
purchasing condoms the
price works out to about
§> 1/condom in a package (not
counting fancy colours,
flavours or glow in the
darks).
Your Thoughts: Condoms are
good because they provide
insurance that you can see
with your own eyes. You can
see if the sperm gets trapped
in the condom or not. Some
people have expressed that
it's embarrassing buying
condoms- it takes balls- and
they're expensive. Some peo-
ple complain that putting on
a condom is an inconvenience
and sometimes spoils the
mood.
Overall, condoms protect
against pregnancy and
there's no mess. But, they kill
the mood, reduce intimacy
and you have to have them oil
hand, so you can't have spon-
taneous sex. They dry out
too, so get the lubricated
ones.
Method: "The Pill"
How it Works: The pill comes
in a monthly package of 21
hormone pills or a pack of 28,
21 of which are hormones
and 7 are placebos (sugar
pills). The pill is swallowed
once daily. It stops pregnan-
cy because it contains estro-
gens and progestins, which
stop an egg from being-
released from the ovaries
each month. Progestins also
disrupt the production of
mucus by the cervix, making
it hard for sperm to go up to
the uterus.
Effectiveness/Pros: When the
pill is taken properly, it is
between 97-99% effective at
preventing pregnancy. The
pill is easy to take, fairly
safe, highly effective in pre-
venting pregnancy and
severe side effects are mini-
mal. The pill can reduce PMS.
cause lighter period flow,
minimize cramps and reduce
the risk of female related can-
cers.
Possible Side Effects/Cons:
The pill can cause weight
gain, bloating-, nausea and
breast tenderness. It protects
against pregnancy but not
STD's.
Availability/Cost: The pill can
be prescribed from a doctor,
nurse or public health work-
er. A month's worth of pills
costs from $15-S2Q/pkg.
Your Thoughts: The pill saves
us girls from getting preg-
nant and keeps the menstru-
al flow regular. For many it's
the most ideal and effective
method and trusted because
it has been around for a long-
time, so people know the long-
term effects. Some people
complain that they have got-
ten moody as a result of tak-
ing" the pill and others com-
plain that it is hard to
remember to take it at the
same time every day.
Method: Depo-Provera "The
Shot"
How it works: The shot is
injected into your bum, thigh
or upper arm by a doctor or
nurse, four times a year.
Depo-Provera contains hor-
mones which stop the release
of a mature egg, so there is
no ripe egg available to be
fertilized by sperm.
Therefore, pregnancy does
not occur in most cases.
Effectiveness/Pros: The shot
is very reliable in preventing
pregnancy as it is approxi-
mately 99.7% effective. The
shot is good for those who
forget to take their pills as it
is given to you only four
times a year. Those on the
shot can expect their period
to disappear within a year,
which may be a plus for
some.
Possible Side Effects/Cons:
The shot does not protect
against STD's. While on the
shot for the first year, con-
stant blood spotting may
occur. Those who get the shot
may experience weight loss
or gain, nervousness, mood
swings and depression. Also,
55% of users lose their peri-
ods within a year.
AvailabHi ty/Cost: Dep o-
Provera is available by pre-
scription only and has to be
injected by a doctor or nurse.
Each shot can cost anywhere
from $35-$45/injection.
Your Thoughts: One female
student said "I liked the shot,
I didn't have to remember to
take my pills all the time and
it is really effective. I also
liked the idea of not having- a
period because it's a big
inconvenience. On the down
side, I didn't take it long
enough for my period to go
away. I stopped taking it all
together because I was bleed-
ing all the time, and the
thought of not having a peri-
od started to scare me
because it could mean I was
pregnant. The shot really
hurt too, I have scars from
each one. I got really moody
on it too".
Contributed Photo
Birth control pills and latex prophylactics are time-tested contraceptives
AskKate...
If your drinking and sex schedules start to
become your main priorities, smarten up.
Ask Kate,
/ am infirst year, I failed three
of my classes, I am so stressed
and depressed. All I wanna do
is drink and have sex and
honestly I don't know how to
yet my life in control My par-
ents are getting really
annoyed ana threatening to
cut me off financially. To be
honest I'm more worried that I
won't have money to go out on
the weekend versus buying
books. How can I get my life inorder?
Drunk & Sloppy
Dear Drunk & Sloppy,
You definitely aren't the only
person who feels that their
life is lacking guidance. You
have to prioritize your wants
and need's weighing them
based on the importance they
hold in relation to your suc-
cess and happiness.
Getting- you r life physi-
cally organized is a really
good way to get yourself
mentally organized. If when
yon walk in your room and
see a mess you will feel less
motivated to do something-
productive than if you walk
into a room organized and
Junctional. So, clean up, do
your laundry, spend a day
just clearing the junk out of
your life.
Second, you should really
look at how many classesyou are taking. If you have
live, you may need to reduceyour class load to four for a
semester while you get. your
We back in order. Make an
appointment with an aca-
demic counsellor and see
what your options are. If you
are in an honours program
you may need to reduce to a
general degree - and that's
okay. If you have expecta-
tions that are too high, (like
making that 7.0 grade aver-
age required of Honours
Arts) and you are unable to
meet them you will probably
fall back into your old ways.
But I urge you to talk to an
academic counsellor and
your parents about getting
back on track.
Third, I dare you for one
week to go cold turkey, stay
home even on the weekend
and just catch up on sleep
and maybe even do some
reading. You mull be sur-
prised at how much you can
get done if you commit to not
going* out for one weekend
and, I promise you won't
miss anything that you can't
see or do next weekend. Your
friends will be surprised but
they will get over it.
Talk to your parent-*.
Admit you have gotten out of
co trot that you are
ready to get things straight-
ened. out. One way tlrn um
help you is by only giving
you a set amount of money
for the month (like an
allowance). It may take a
couple of months to get the
right amount, not too much
but enough so you don't feel
strapped for cash. When a
larger purchase comes up
like textbooks or tuition then
make separate arrangements
to deal with that. This way
you will learn to budget your
money far needs before
wants. They will have more
confidence in you if they
know you are making a con-
scious effort to solve your
issues.
As for the sex, sleeping
with a lot of different people
on a regular basis is more
than immature and unfulfill-
iag\ it is not safe. If you add
up the amount of people you
have slept with in the past
six months, let's say a hypo-
thetical number of five, now
if each of those people have
slept with five people that is
25 people that you could
potentially acquire an STD
from. Those odds are high. If
you docontract a disease you
are facing much more seri-
ous issues than failing* a
class.
This is university and I in
no way think that you
should entirely abstain from
drinking and sexual experi-
ences bnt slow yourself
down. You. seem like a per-
son who does everything in
extremes. Well do this in
extreme - get your life
together. If you I. • any
willpower left in your sys-
tem, use if to keep your life
in check, You will feel a lot
more worthy of your par-
ents' support if you are
doing something" to earn it.
Drinking and. getting sloppy
are fun but so is feeling- like
you have a purpose in life.
Find your purpose and sad-
dle up buddy. Remember,
everything in moderation.
Always, Kate.
I'm a bruised
banana
Leo
Yu
Mellow
Yellow
Oreo. White Chocolate.
Banana. For those of you not
familiar with this new cultur-
al spectrum., an 'Oreo' is
someone that is visibly black
on the outside, while cultur-
ally white on the inside.
'White Chocolate' refers to
Caucasians who are 'black' on
the inside, and as you've
probably guessed, 'Bananas'
are, much like their name-
sake, yellow on the outside,
while a little peeling will
reveal that they are in fact
'white' on the inside.
First of all, I confess that I
am what one would call a
'Bruised Banana,' meaning
that I'm an Asian that acts,
dresses and talks like a typi-
cal Canadian, but with a little
'Black ilava' in me. I have
always found it intriguing
how Canadians are some-
times distinguished by their
degree of assimilation into
another culture, and I think
there is absolutely nothing
wrong with this.
It's insulting to judge a
person because they do or do
not act or dress how their vis-
ible culture dictates. In a
multicultural society such as
Canada, people should be
judged on their inner quali-
ties, I could still read the
Chinese newspaper, write a
letter in JI se ' ry on
a con ersaiion in Cantonese
if T wanted, but that's not
who 1 am. Do I nave to be
good at math, overly polite,
talk with an accent, listen, to
Chinese pop music and love
bubble tea?
When I was a F.0.8, (fresh
off the boat) from Hong Kong
11 years ago, I did know a lit-
tle bit of English, but I had a
thick Chinese accent and
many things were indeed lost
in the translation, I didn't
know what it meant when
something was "sick" or
"cool", I took those words lit-
erally and would actually
think that Michael Jordan
was physically ill. But just
like most of us did when we
first arrived in Laurier, I
learned to adapt to my new
surroundings. After two
years in Canada, I had lost
my accent and became a certi-
fied Chinese-Canadian. I
made many new friends,
about 80% of which, are not
Oriental.
Looking* back, befriending
kids from a foreign culture
wasn't an easy task, but I am
glad that it turned out the
way that it did. I am not say-
ing that having friends of
your own race is bad; in fact,
it's awesome to have friends
that fully understand your
cultural background and
morals. However, having-
friends of your own kind
exclusively isn't healthy
either. I -mean, wouldn't it be
great to sit together at a din-
ner table with other people
that could offer something
interesting to talk about that
you didn't know previously?
It's practically a free course
on many different cultures.
Canada is one of the most
racially diverse countries in
the world, so why not
embrace that by assimilating-
your unique background into
the whole? You could always
stay true to your heritage
and absorb different elements
of other customs at the same
time. If you wish to discover
more about another ethnicity,
then go and do it. Go and find
out that the ridiculous stereo-
types don't apply to every-
body of a certain race. I
mean, is Canada really just
about hockey and cold weath-
er? We invented basketball
for Christ's sake!
So fellow Laurier stu-
dents, I am not trying- to tell
you how to live your life or
who to make friends with, I
am just trying to tell you that
don't limit yourself to certain
things, go and explore the
diversity in Laurier and
Canada, and I promise you
will find it rewarding.
Whether you are Eminem,
Lenny Kravitz, Jin or
Michael Jackson, we are all
part of one big family. We11...
maybe not Michael Jackson.
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Horoscope
Week of January 21-W7
Happy Birthday
Aquarius
A sudden change will disrupt
any plans you may have
finalised, but the change will
be for the better. Try to put a
creative twist on whatever
you do and you will find
thing's get done easier.
Everyone wants you to have a
good time on your birthday
so feel free to let loose.
Arses
March 21 - April ] 9
You are going to be able to
start enjoying the rewards of
all of your hard work.
Someone may even be pre-
senting you with a small
token of their appreciation
for something you've done
for him or her in the past.
Luckiest day: January 24
Taurus
April 20 - May 20 Jill
Your relationships with
everyone in your life are
going to start flowing the
way you wish. So if you want
people to have a positive atti-
tude towards you make sure
you treat them well. Now is
the time to make advance-
ments in a relationship.
Luckiest day: January 22
Gemini
May 21 - June 21
Don't turn your back on
financial issues. You will
have to monitor your spend-
ing as well as your bank
accounts. An unexpected bill
may be creeping' up on you so
make sure you don't spend
money frivolously for the
next while.
Luckiest day: January 27
Cancer fl
June 22 - July 22
You could have to deal with a
situation with someone who
thinks totally opposite of you,
either by working with him
or her on a project or an issue
with a friend. Don't let on
that you are bothered by any
one and they will find some-
one else to bother.
Luckiest day: January 23
Leo
July 23 - August 22
A sudden change regarding a
specific situation will force
you to choose what you want
over two important issues.
The best way to decide is to
look towards the future and
to what you really want.
Remember to follow your
instincts.
Luckiest day: January 23
Virgo fjjj
August 23 - September 23
If you feel stuck on an issue
or situation, make sure you
consult others with your
problem. Their advice may
seem odd to you but they may
see some of the details you
are over-looking. Focus on
where you want to be to get
through any tough times.
Luckiest day: January 27
Libra •
'
September 24 • October 22
You are going to have lots of
decisions to make over the
next while. Other people will
also start consulting you to
give them advice on what
they should do. Remember
that others can see you are
good at solving problems so
be patient with them.
Luckiest day: January 21
Scorpio
October 23-November 21 §jSggfL'.!*
I
Don't leave any issues unre-
solved. A sudden change is
going to keep you extra busy
and you won't have time to go
back any finish old issues. So
make sure you stay on top of
your work and focus on what
you want to achieve.
Luckiest day: January 26
Sagittarius WS
November 22 - December 21
You, are going to have to
make a decision regarding a
relationship. This could be
with friends, a partner or
family members. Regardless
of whom it is you have to go
after what will make you the
happiest in the future.
Luckiest day: January 24
Capricorn
December 22 - January 1 9
You have a lot of issues going
on right now and you must
deal with one at a time.
Whatever projects you put
time into will pay off. You are
going to be rewarded for all
your hard work. Be sure to
enjoy any free time you have.
Luckiest day: January 24
rr . *•«£Aquarius
January 20 - February 1 9
Someone you have respect for
will be offering you the
chance to do something. This
authority figure has a great
deal of respect for you also,
and although it may not seem
like it at times, he or she
wants you to do well.
Luckiest day: January 24
Pisces j§?tj3
February 20 - March 20 §
You have a great deal of skills
and talents. Other people can
see you are quite good at cer-
tain tasks. Don't hesitate to
start showing off any inter-
esting* abilities you have. The
act of doing something you
are good at will relax you.
Luckiest day: January 24
Daniel Roth is a Journalism
graduate of Conestoga College
and is currently a
Communication Studies
student at Wilfrid Laurier. He
has studied Astrology and
other topics of that genre for
almost ten years.
Food for Thought
DAVE BONE
Restaurant Reviewer
At the corner of King- and
Erb, beside the Waterloo
Hotel lies Symposium Cafe.
I've seen few nice cafes
around so I was hoping- that
this might be new discovery.
Symposium is an open con-
cept with many different
places to sit, whether it is on
comfortable couches, at a
small, table for two, in the
enclosed area at the far end
of the restaurant, or at the
attractive bar area. Huge,
classic style paintings loom
over the tables and are also
found throughout the rest of
the establishment. Artwork
combined with the smooth
jazz in the background and a
trendy interior decor makes
for ail easy, relaxing atmos-
phere.
After being seated, a lot of
stuff is thrown at you,
including- their regular
menu, sandwich menu, a
sheet of daily specials, and a
cocktail list, so be prepared to
do some reading-. They fea-
ture a large selection of bev-
erages that range from fresh
squeezed juices or
Symposium fruit freezes to a
multitude of specialty coffees
and warmers. My friend
indulged in one of the hot
chocolates ($3.25) that came
with a hazelnut flavour and
whipped cream, all beautiful-
ly layered and tasting great.
I chose one of the fresh
squeezed fruit juices ($3.25),
a strawberry, kiwi and
banana mixture that I asked
to be blended with ice for an
extra 50 cents. It came in a
very tali glass and was very
refreshing. Although they do
feature a few appetizers that
are perfect for sharing and
munching* on like cold cuts,
antipasto. and pita and dip
trays ($2.95-$l 1.95). we did-
n't try any on this occasion.
Symposium has a small
entree section that contains a
couple of ready-made sand-
wiches and wraps and a few
other options ranging* from
around $7 to $9 dollars. The
chicken wrap ($7.95) was
one of the choices and my
friend gave it a try. It was
comprised of grilled chicken,
red peppers, a potato puree,
tomato slices, salsa and goat
cheese all wrapped up in a
tortilla and served warm with
your choice of salad or soup
of the day, and it was quite
good. I decided to be adven-
turous and construct my own
sandwich from the "make
your-own sandwich" menu
($6.95-$7.95 with soup or
salad), which was right up
my alley because I am a self-
proclaimed sandwich con-
noisseur, Starting with the
bread which included choices
like bagels, seven grain, sub
buns, and my favourite, rye,
which I decided to build my
creation between. Next came
the meat, which included sta-
ples like turkey, roast beef
and the like, but also fea-
tured the grilled chicken that
I chose. The following two
categories were gourmet top-
ping which were mostly
deluxe vegetables like roast-
ed red and yellow peppers
and grilled eggplant, and a
choice of" two additional veg-
gies which included alfalfa
sprouts, peppers, tomatoes
and romaine lettuce, with the
latter two ending* up on my
sandwich along with the
gourmet roasted red peppers.
The last official category
was a spread like hummus,
baba ganouji, and my choice
which was chipotle mayo. At
the bottom of the menu, was a
list of extra toppings ($0.50
each) that mainly consisted
of cheeses but included my
personal favourite, goat
cheese, that provided the fin-
ishing* touch to a fabulous
creation that even got the
approval of this tough sand-
wich critic. The Caesar salads
that we chose with our meals
were good as well.
Symposium also has pizzas
and pastas on a separate
menu that run for about
$3.50.
Now since it's cafe-like in
nature, you would naturally
assume that desserts would
be somewhat of a specialty,
and you would assume right-
ly. Along with menu items
like Belgian waffles, harvest
sensation, and c repes that
come with a variety of things
including' whipped cream,
fresh fruit and ice cream,
there is the selection of cakes
that will overwhelm even the
biggest sweet tooth. Three
rows of magnificent cakes
lined a glass case in the bar,
including over seven cheese-
cakes (which can be a mouth-
ful when reciting, but our
server proved up to the task
as she did all meal), tirama-
su. pecan pie and other delec-
table options that all look
amazing*. We decided on two
cheesecakes, one was choco-
late fudge and the other
chocolate caramel, The size of
these portions was hard to
believe at first, when we saw
mammoth pieces come to our
table that could have fed a
family of four easily. They
tasted great and I would defi-
nitely come back just for
dessert if I was looking" for a
place to do so. Symposium
provided a relaxed and easy
evening with good food and a
flare for sweets, a perfect
place to take a date or to go if
you are looking for a excel-
lent venue for a stimulating
conversation.
Contributed Photos
Left: A picture of this week's review; the Symposium Cafe. Right: Raphael's 'The School of Athens/ just
one of the many Renaissance works that adorns the Symposium.
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Set a course for adventure
At Georgian College in Owen Sound, Ontario, our three-year Marine co-op programs boast a progressive mix
of skills training, shipboard training and academic studies.Canadian shipping companies support these programs
by providing a variety of inland and coastal placements for cadet work terms, which can lead to employment
upon graduation. With a worldwide shortage of ships' officers, your future job prospects are unlimited.
For more information:
/%■,
Call today: (519) 376-0840, ext. 2069
ore-mail: skazarian@georgianc.on.ca ./§r2™«»*-
Web: www.marinetraining.ca
Y_i)_ U R COLLEGE - YOUR FUTURE
GREAT lakes international marine
TRAINING CENTREV J
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It's a Sale npm
Everyday @
hours
pm-6pm
Tues-Thurs: 10 am-7pm
Fr' : ioam-Bpm
Sat: ioam-6pm
SUn:
XP 2800 + system $999
(512M8, 2xBOG SATA,I2BMB FX 5200, NEC 4x DVD RW sound,
dual LAN, Case)
XP2OOO + system $ 599
(ECS MB, 512M8, 120G, b4MB AGP, NEC 4x DVD RW sound, LAN, Case)
19" Flat Monitor from $269
17" Flat Monitor from $149
www.bestekpc.ca
KW: 69 Lodge St. 883-8488 Camb; 449 King St. 653-3940
Sports
Hawks come home and win
The Men's Basketball team beat RMC
and Queens to go 6-6 for 2003 and
place 5th in the OUA West
DEREK IWANUK
Sports Editor
The Laurier Men's Basketball
team rebounded from last
weekend's offensive debacle
in Ottawa to sweep the week-
end series at home this week-
end, defeating' Queens 73 -
83 Friday night and RMC 59
- 49 Saturday night at the
AC. The two wins bring the
Hawks to 6 - 6 on the season
and in a tie for fifth place in
the OUA West.
"Considering
everything that has
happened, finishing
fourth would be
considered a
success"
-Peter Campbell, Head
Coach Men's Basketball
On Friday night the
Hawks used their size to
overpower a smaller Queen's
squad. Rob Irines continues
his strong play by collecting*
11 points and eight boards.
Bert Riviere chipped in with
11 points and four boards.
Andrew McKay and Omar
Miles led the team with 13
points each.
Laurier Head Coach Peter
Campbell commented on the
size advantage the Hawks
had over the Gaels. "We got a
better performance from our
collective post. Andrew, Bert,
Rob, all chipped in and were
productive."
There were plenty of times
in the game where the Gaels
looked to get back into it. At
one point they had tied the
Hawks 33 - 33 with only 1:48
left in the first half. But the
Hawks hammered down and
took control of the game.
Chris Carusso stole the ball
and ran down the length of
the court where he picked up
a basket and the foul. His
three-point play shifted
momentum back in favour of
the Hawks who took a 40 - 34
half time lead. The Gaels
never recovered.
Not only were the Hawks
battling the Gaels on the
floor, at some points in the
game it felt as though the
Hawks were battling the offi-
ciating as well. With the
Hawks over the foul limit
with still 4:00 minutes to go
in the game, several ques-
tionable calls were made to
send the Gaels to the free
throw line. However, the
Gaels could not capitalize on
the free throw line or any-
where else for that matter.
On Saturday, the Hawks
hosted the RMC Paladins and
as opposed to overpowering
RMC, the Hawks seemed to
focus on their jump shot.
Wade Currie came off the
bench to score 21 points,
which included four three-
point shots. Omar Miles had
another solid game and
chipped in nine points.
These two wins are a big-
confidence booster after two
painful losses to Ottawa and
Carleton. Campbell comment-
ed how psychologically
important these wins were
for the teams.
"For sure, coming off the
weekend before when we
were struggling in execu-
tion, this is a psychological
boost that we needed as a
team." The Hawks look to
continue their winning ways
when they travel to Windsor
011 Wednesday to take on the
Lancers. This game is an
important one for the Hawks
because the Lancers hold the
fifth place in the OUA West
standings.
Campbell commented on
the importance of this game.
"This is a game we need to
finish fourth, which has been
our goal. Considering every-
thing that has happened, fin-
ishing fourth would be con-
sidered a success."
After the big game in
Windsor, the Hawks continue
their road trip when they bat-
tle the OUA West leaders
McMaster Marauders on
Saturday. The road to the
playoff is going to be a rough
one, but a roac that coach
Campbell feels that they can
conquer.
Matt Benassi
Rob Innes flys high to block a Queen's guard. The Hawks beat Queen's and RMC this weekend and
are looking to move up the OAU West division in their quest to make the OUA playoffs.
Men's hockey
fall in overtime
After a 3 - 2 OT lose to Brock, the
Men's Hockey team now finds them-
selves five points behind the Badgers
COLIN DUFFETT
Staff Writer
By all rights, the game
between Brock and Laurier
should have ended in a 2-2
tie instead of the 3-2 over-
time win in Brock's favour.
Both teams are evenly
matched, both teams equally
need the point and neither
team played well enough to
win.
Brock dominated the first
20 minutes of play opening
the game with an early goal
on a point shot by defense-
man Dallas Beaton that
deflected off a Laurier
defender and past goaltender
Brandon Sacco.
Laurier needed two
points to keep
themselves in the
close race for first
place with York and
Brock in the OUA
Midwest.
Laurier was sluggish out
of the gate, despite substan-
tially outshooting the
Badgers in the first period, a
sentiment echoed by Laurier
Head Coach, Mark French
when .he pointed out after-
wards, "I expected a better
effort coining out of the
gate," citing that games
against their division rivals
are very important for the
team at this stage of the sea-
son.
Brock would go up 2O on
a goal by Brock centre
Andrew Livey. Livey deposit-
ed the loose puck behind a
sprawling Sacco into the
back of the net. The play
formed on a missed offside
call by a linesman, which led
to Sacco animatedly berating
the official after the play.
"Absolutely disappointed,"
French's thoughts on the out-
come of the game but he also
added that, "after [Brock] got
up 2-0, we responded well."
Laurier did respond right
away. Right-winger David
Brown scored his fourth goal
of the season 19 seconds after
Livey \s, bringing Laurier
back within one of the
Badgers.
Laurier would tie the
game when Matt Grennier
picked up his own rebound
and put it past Brock goal-
tender Brian Harrison, who
stopped 88 of 85 shots to lead
his team to the victory.
Overtime would see
Oshawa native Pat
Montgomery score with
under a minute left in over-
time after Laurier was
caught oil a line change leav-
ing Montgomery alone in
front of the net to shovel the
puck underneath the helpless
Hawk netminder.
Laurier came into the con-
test needing- two points to
keep themselves in the close
race fox* first place with. York
and Brock in the Midwest
division. Sitting* in third
place with 18, the Golden
Hawks now find themselves
five points behind the first-
place Badgers and four
points behind the second
place York Lions.
Lady Hawks dunk on
RMC, but not Queens
Lady Hawks win
one and lose one
in weekend series
BERNARD DAWSON
Staff Writer
The character of a sports
team is not often measured
by how many times they fall.
Every team knows that they
will lose a game at some
point and that no one is per-
fect. Sports teams are meas-
ured on how they rise after
being knocked down.
The Lady Hawks of bas-
ketball showed their charac-
ter this past weekend as the
team shrugged off a tough
loss to Queen's on Friday to
blow out the Royal Military
College the next night. The
team had the chance to show
their ability to bounce back,
and bounce back they did.
On Friday evening the
Golden Hawks ran smack
into a tough Queens' Golden
Gaels team and had trouble
right from the start. Laurier
could not hit the broad side of
an extra large barn with
their shots let alone have got-
ten a basket and Queen's was
able to jump out to an early
lead.
Down 28-16 at half time,
the Hawks tried to regroup
and mount a second half
comeback. Sarah Barnes and
Meaghan McGrath both
turned up their game in the
second half but it was not
enough.
Every time the Hawks
scored, they were matched by
the solid Golden Gaels who
rarely missed a shot. When
the final buzzer sounded, the
Hawks had lost ©4-55 but the
game was far closer than the
score indicated.
When asked about the
Queen's game, Laurier head
coach Stu Julius was unhap-
py with the way his team
played at points in the game.
"I was really disappointed
in how we played the first
half." While Julius was
pleased with the way his
squad played in the second
half, he described the effort
as "too little, too late."
On Saturday night a com-
pletely different Laurier
squad showed up for their
game against RMC. The
future soldiers were totally
outplayed by the Golden
Hawks and the game quickly
became a classic rout in the
style of the first battle of Bull
Run.
The game seemed over
even before the opening tip
off. BMC is playing women's
basketball for the first time
this season and so far the vet-
eran teams of the OUA have
not been kind to the newcom-
ers.
Laurier grabbed hold of
the game and did not let go,
jumping 1 out to an early lead
and holding- it for the entire
game. Excellent shooting
from all over the floor quick-
ly expanded the Golden
Hawks point advantage and
happy Laurier fans got the
feeling that the match was in
the bag.
They were right as the
Hawks cruised to an easy 88-
44 victory. Dee Channel' led
the impressive list of Hawk
scorers with a game high 19
points, while Meaghan
McGrath chipped in with 16.
Coach Julius was pleased
with his team after the game
but was quick to point out
that there is plenty more bas-
ketball to be played. "We're in
second place in our division
right now", said Julius. "Our
destiny is in our hands/' 1
The next challenge for the
Hawks is a match up against
McMaster this weekend in
Hamilton. This marks the
beginning' of nine straight
•division games for Laurier, a
stretch of games that will
decide the OXJA West.
Matt Benassi
Meaghan McGrath goes up for a block. The Hawks fell shortagainst
Queens 55-44, but came back to trounce RMC 88-44.
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Hawks upset U of T
The Lady Hawks spike the Varsity
Blues 3 - 2 in a major OUA upset
RICH KAWAMOTO
Staff Writer
Well as long as they're in the
gym all weekend, they might
as well stomp on a few teams,
eh? It seems like the only
option they've got.
That's precisely what hap-
pened this past weekend as
the women's volleyball team
continued to establish them-
selves as a team to beat all
across the country.
Saturday afternoon's
match-up against the York
Lions proved to be a strong
test of determination and grit
as the Hawks took three
straight sets but not without
a strong effort put out by
their counterparts. Laurier
saw very few big leads in any
game as York's defense
scrambled to pick up almost
every ball. But it was the
Hawks' powerful offense that
ultimately led to the three
games to none victory.
The trio of Cathy Ingalls,
Danielle Walker and
Stephanie Simpson account-
ed for the majority of the
Hawks' kills in the match but
Head Coach Dave Mclntyre
knows just how much of a
team effort was needed for
the win.
"The team was very con-
trolled today," commented
Mclntyre. "The girls studied
the games tapes and were
very prepared for this match.
They understand that in
order to have success, they
have to take ownership for
their actions on the court.
They played really well today
and this was a great win for
us."
"This was a really
big weekend for
us. I really stressed
how it was almost
like a playoff
situation."
-Dave Mclntyre, Head Coach
Women's Volleyball
But although celebration
should have been in order
after this monumental victo-
ry, the Hawks had another
mountain to climb the follow-
ing day. In order for them to
establish themselves as one
of the premier teams in the
country, they would have to
knock off a nationally
ranked program. Enter the
University of Toronto Varsity
Blues.
The Blues were off to a 9-
0 start in their 2003-2004
campaign and by doing- so
earned themselves a CIS
ranking of 8 in Canada. That
being said, the Hawks knew
that in order to win, they
would have to play with
power, finesse and more
determination than they've
had to use all season.
The first two sets saw the
Hawks take both in a con-
vincing fashion. Starting set-
ter Laura Horner was lead-
ing her troops like clockwork
and found holes in the
Toronto defense, making it
look as if they were in com-
plete control. But good teams
fight back.
The eigth ranked Blues
picked away at the Laurier
defense and fine-tuned their
offense into the well-oiled
machines that they are.
Toronto easily took sets three
and four, setting up a deci-
sive game five.
The Hawks bombarded the
Blues with their fast paced
offense right from the get-go.
Middle hitter Amy Shipway
and right side swinger
Andrea Steacy came up big
throughout the entire 15-11
fifth set win with their con-
sistent front court play.
"Amy scored some big
points for us in that fifth
set," Mclntyre comments.
"We set outside during
sets three and four and were
getting blocked a lot. But
once our passing improved in
the fifth, Laura Horner had a
lot more options. Everyone
came up big for that win."
The momentum that the
Hawks have right now is
happening at the perfect
time. With six games remain-
ing in the season, they'll have
to fight to stay at the top of
the OUA West.
"This was a really big
weekend for us. I really
stressed how it was almost
like a playoff situation,"
notes Coach Mclntyre, "Both
York and Toronto are two
teams that we may see down
the road (in the playoffs) and
we did a great job in working*
hard all weekend for both
wins,"
Right side hitter Andrea
Steaey also shared the same
views about the importance
of both wins.
"These wins were huge for
us," the second year business
student notes. "But our last
six games are going to be
just as big., if not bigger
than the ones against York
and Toronto. The entire divi-
sion is really tight and we
have to continue working-
hard at practice everyday.
We're definitely at a peak but
there is always room to step
it up a bit more."
So with six games to play
- each one of them extremely
important - how do you keep
up the physical and mental
motivation day in and day
out?
"We look at every game
from here on in as a playoff
match," Mclntyre says. "We
make practice situations
tougher than the match itself
and try to send a message out
to the rest of the league."
With the roll that these
women are on right now, the
message is about to be sent.
Matt Benassi
Laurier setter Laura Horner and middle Cathy Ingalls watch as a
tipped ball drops over top of the University of Toronto blockers.
Girls that
like it rough
Powderpufff foot-
ball. The extra 'F'
is for ferocity
SHAWN PARKER
Staff Writer
Contact football delivers
strength and emotion.
Rugby has brutal aggres-
sion and controlled anger.
Hockey gives us deadly pre-
cision, speed and power. But
none can equal the ferocity
or the intensity that is pow-
derpuff football.
For those who may not
know, powderpuff football is
supposedly non-contact girls
flag football, a sport in theo-
ry that's all about fun and
fair play, where friendly
competition is more impor-
tant than winning. However,
as anyone with any first
hand experience undoubted-
ly knows, theory doesn't
amount to very much. When
the girls take to the field,
caution is thrown to the
wind, flags are the currency
of the day and winning is
everything. And it's just
more fun that way.
When the girls take
to the field, caution
is thrown to the
wind, flags are the
currency of the day
and winning is
everything.
The Laurier tournament
opened this year with a few
surprises and no lack of
excitement. As could be
expected, Andrew Agra's
squad, aptly titled "Who's
Next?" came out of the gates
to go four and zero in round
robin play. The surprises
came from upstart team
Tight Ends headed by Josh
Maltin and Yannick Carter
who were able to pull off an
upset first round victory on
the second day of play.
The Dirty Birds, a team
fronted by motivational wiz-
ard Kyle Westin, surpassed
their mark of one win from a
year ago by rallying to
defeat the aforementioned
Tight Endz in overtime of
the first round of the play-
offs in what was widely con-
sidered the most exciting
game of the tournament.
Perhaps most shocking how-
ever, was the combined effort
of once-powerhouse organi-
zations Roughriders and
Team Diesel who were
unable to muster a win.
The final pitted "The
Victorious Secrets" against
the unstoppable offensive
juggernaught of "Who's
Next?" in a game many pre-
dicted to be a fantastic week-
end matchup. The game did
not disappoint, but in the
end Agro's squad was just
too much for any team to
slow down. Asked why his
team remains so successful
year after year, assistant
coach Gavin Cond replied:
"We have a lot of veteran
players as well as some first
year players who played
very well for their first tour-
nament. Our offense did a
great job scoring points
when we needed it, and our
defense was spectacular, by
not surrendering a point in
the entire tournament."
The keys to a successful
powderpuff team?
"A balanced running and
passing attack and a smoth-
ering defense, it's as simple
as that," Cond said.
Congratulations go out to
Jesse Alexander, Andrew
Agro, Kyle Armour, Mitch
Zappatelli, Brian Devlin and
Gavin Cond for their fantas-
tic coaching effort and to all
of the "Who's Next?" girls
who performed so well and
took home the first big
championship of the season.
Contributed Photo
The Dirty Birds and Tight Endz battle it out in the snow at University
Stadium in the annual Powderpuff Early Bird tournament
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Butterflies in our breadbox
The Cord staff pre-emptively views The Butterfly Effect before it hits theatres
- perhaps we also figured out how to time travel by convulsing violently?
Great Expectations
Is 'better than I thought it
would be' an insult or just a
backhanded compliment?
The previews made The
Butterfly Effect look like
Ashton Kutcher could travel
through time by screwing up
his face, which isn't necessar-
ily the case. His ability to fill
in blocked memories and con-
trol the course of his (and
others') lives takes more than
a few interesting turns,
including' a memorable
sequence where he finds him-
self in prison convicted of
murder. While keeps you
guessing' might be too
strong a phrase, "keeps it
interesting' would be pretty
accurate. The east gets to
have fun with their charac-
ters as Kutcher keeps mess-
ing up their lives along with
his own. Owing largely to a
collective messed-up child-
hood among the main char-
acters, the movie plays like a
more intense "Choose Your
Own Adventure" novel.
Unlike those books, The
Butterfly Effect ends in a sat-
isfying way while also being
careful not to do it too tidily.
Mike Millard
Upon Reflection...
This movie is about Ashton
Kutcher's character who is
able to go back to the past to
change his future by violent-
ly shaking his head side-by-
side while reading entries
from his childhood journal.
At many points during
this film I too tried to violent-
ly shake my head in an
attempt to go back to my past
and change my future so that
I could do something other
than watch this film like, oh,
I don't know, beat my head
into a wall.
This strategy succeeded
only in annoying the people
sitting around me.
However, I've since
changed my mind. After
briefly researching- chaos
theory and the scientific the-
ory of The Butterfly Effect,
which this movie is based on,
the situations presented in
this film don't seem nearly as
implausible, even if they are
a tad extreme. From what
I've managed to discern, in a
nutshell, chaos theory relies
on the fact that nothing is
ever precise and the slightest
inconsistency in things that
seem otherwise identical will
eventually create two com-
pletely separate results.
Go into this movie with
that in mind and the film
comes across far more intelli-
gently than it initially
appears.
Wilbur Mclean
My Brain Hurts
So... yet again I went to see a
movie without having' a clue
what it was about. Now, sev-
eral clays after seeing- The
Butterfly Effect, my head is
still spinning' trying to fig-
ure out the plot. All I know is
that Ashton Kutcher's char-
acter has really bad luck. As
a kid he manages to not only
be the victim of child pornog-
raphy, but is also forced to
watch a psycho boy torch his
living dog. I found this movie
to be disturbing'. There was
too much sick shit happening
for me to be able to concen-
trate long enough to under-
stand the plot. When I go to
see a movie I like to be enter-
tained, not have my brain
teased. Though this movie
was thought-provoking to
say the least, it was still a
good flick. I suggest, waiting
for it to come out on video so
that you can stop the movie
every five minutes, rewind,
and figure out what the hell
just happened.
Jessica McLaughlin
Sexy Nitpicking'
"There's only one hole in your
little story," exclaimed
Kayleigh [Smart], in The
Butterfly Effect. Wrong,
there were a few holes found
throughout this plot, not just
one.
First, if Evan [Kutcherj is
constantly going- back to
replay events throughout his
past which in turn changes
his current life, then how is
he able to continuously
remember the process for his
time travel? Wouldn't he have
to rediscover his ability to
change things each time he
altered his past instead of
just knowing what to do? It
took the guy twenty years to
figure it out in the first place,
so chances are he wouldn't be
able to go back and forth
quite so easily.
Another hole appears in
the sequence of events that
Evan changes. The first
change he makes is an early
incident, which in turn
affects everything that hap-
pened thereafter. However, he
goes back in time again and
changes a situation that hap-
pened when he was older. The
question here is, if Evan
changed the original situa-
tion wouldn't that in turn
affect these later situations
so he wouldn't be able to go
back to them? Alright,
maybe I'm looking too deeply
into this movie but there are
definitely some plot issues in
this unrealistic tale of time
travel that needed to be
worked out,
Jenn Asselin
Ashton is Spicy!
Although the theme of paral-
lel universes is nothing new
to contemporary films. The
Butterfly Effect grabbed my
interest from the first scene
and held it to the very end.
As Ashton Kutcher uses
childhood journals to stimu-
late painful memories, he is
able to take his mind to
instrumental moments where
he may prevent future atroci-
ties. In this way, the film
responds to the eternal
human question of what life
would be like if we had done
things differently in the past.
Kutcher's character discovers
that his 'power* may not be as
effective as he had hoped. No
matter what choice he makes,
his future is challenged some
other way.
The film is fast-paced and
is continuously adding unex-
pected twists to the plot.
Kutcher displays talent we
didn't know he possessed. He
makes us believe his mind
can physically take him to
old pasts and new futures
while psychologists insist
he's nuts. Is the mind really
capable of healing scars?
April Cunningham
Contributed Photo
"Baby, what would you say if I told you that I know how to reset the past? Hahaha-.punked!"
The Salads take over the Turret
MIKE MILLARD
Staff Writer
It must be a bit strange for
bands to walk into a place
like the Turret during- Winter
Carnival week, what with
elaborate get-ups and obnox-
ious cheers, not to mention
the limited take at the door. It
turned out surprisingly well.
Add to the situation the
fact that the opening band's
MC (and namesake) Kyprios
was late. Thankfully, his
backing- musicians are talent-
ed and treated the crowd to
an extended jam session,
punctuated by
Pocketdweller's DJ S-luv's
accomplished scratching*.
Then they asked for
freestylers, which struck me
as a dicey proposition on WC
week (aren't you just bound
to get a bunch of cheers?),
but Turret-goer Kwik Wick'
stepped up, spitting" out
'Alphabet Aerobics' to the
crowd's delight and my relief.
Following that, Kyprios
arrived as if on cue and
immediately took the party to
another level. The band set-
tled back into some solid
grooves and let the man go
while the healthy-sized
crowd was just beginning to
jump.
Then, out of nowhere, the
stage darkened and the band
moved back, while Kyprios
the man stood and delivered
an intense verse against
racism that had the crowd's
jaws dropping and minds
spinning'. After the applause,
the band broke into what is to
be their first single, called
'My Hit,' a rant against the
every-man-for-himself atti-
tude' of the record industry.
Incidentally, the late-night
video shoot for this song was
allegedly part of the reason
for the earlier tardiness.
Between acts, the Turret
played a series of hard rock
tunes from what was appar-
ently the Salads' 'warm-up'
CD, featuring everything
from Ozzy to Van Halen's
'Hot for Teacher.' Now I was
getting excited.
And The Salads are a
party. Comparable in musical
style to a harder version of
many of the pop-pmik bands
out there, they play with all
kinds of energy and the
crowd at the Turret was real-
ly feeling it early.
Frontman Mista D
(Darren Dumas) was the life
of the show, jumping around
and rousing the crowd. The
band's core, which has been
together for years, grew up
on Metallica and Van Ilaien
and their skills definitely
shine through, even when
they're jamming on the last
note of the third straight
song. It makes for a really
solid rhythm section and bot-
tom end.
'Get Loose,' their hit sin-
gle, picked the show up
another notch and 'The Roth
Kung-Fu,' the second single
and a tribute to Diamond
Dave, was the closer. In
between, it was quite simply
a blast. At one point they
broke into the Ghostbusters
theme with full crowd partic-
ipation. The Salads are an
energy band with plenty of
talent that puts on a fun
show. I haven't said it for
years, but I had a lot of fun at
the Turret.
Matt Benassi
A hungry crowd waits, eager for an opportunity to toss The Salads (I
was talking about crowd surfing, you sick bastards!)
Matt Benassi
That's a sassy stand-up bass
Excerpts from the
show's front lines
There's nothing- I appreci-
ate more than a band that
can jam and jam well.
Kyprios proved themselves
such a band while their
lead singer was stuck on a
Greyhound bus in some
far-off land that was most
definitely not the Turret.
There was a mosh pit. I
believe that warrants a
sentence on it's own
because I have attended
Laurier for three years and
been to concerts here, and
thus I can say with sincere
surprise and delight that
there was a mosh pit.
Although I could count the
participants on maybe two
Simpson-esque hands, by
God it was a mosh pit by
Laurier standards.
The bands were both so
amazingly great that I can
honestly say (and I haven't
been able to say this for a
while without cracking a
smile) that I could have
enjoyed them just as much
were I not fucked up at all.
And that, boys and girls, is
perhaps all that even needs
to be said.
Selene Vakharia
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Punk used to be about politics
Surprisingly enough, old school punkers didn't have whiny
break up songs in mind when they picked up their guitars
Chris
Collie
Punk rock
I prophet
Once upon a time in the land
of the interesting, a cutting
edge and blistering genre of
music known as 'punk rock'
was born. A genre hell-bent
on rebelling against the
social and political conven-
tions that surrounded it,
punk rock began in the
underground of Great
Britain in the 1970s and has
transgressed all the way into
present day North America.
Led by such vanguards as the
Sex Pistols and the Clash and
continued by the likes of
NOFX and Anti-Flag, true
members of the punk rock
elite used their status and
advantage as musicians for
much more than producing
standardized drool. Instead,
they chose to question the
authority and ideologies of
our governments and show-
case their disillusionment
with social norms, all the
while presenting a non-main-
stream and un-diluted opin-
ion on why life is not sitting
right with them.
In fact, the true definition
of a 'punk' represents the
social outcast, ranging from
those with a purely nihilistic
perspective on life to those
who are infuriated by what
they perceive as society's con-
tinually stupid decisions.
These individuals never
appreciated the monotony
and rhetoric of the main-
stream and chose to express
their alternate viewpoints as
loudly and strongly as possi-
ble. However, the most recent
understanding of the word
'punk' comes from a very dif-
ferent set of bands and, for
lack of a less accusatory
phrase, the non-ideologies
they choose to present.
Bands like Good
Charlotte, New Found Glory
and Not by Choice are effec-
tively the anti-thesis of what
critical and politically astute
punk rockers have all chosen
to represent, yet are still
mysteriously known as
'punks'. Opting instead to fill
their songs with images of
parties, girlfriends and the
whole spectrum of teen wor-
ries, these bands are known
to present a far more light-
hearted tone in their music.
It's quite apparent that the
incorrectly classified genre
that they represent is
remarkably different from
what original punks intend-
ed to showcase.
Good Charlotte is
effectively the anti-
thesis of what punk
rockers represent
However, this is certainly
not an issue along the lines
of song-writing quality, musi-
cianship. or how much these
bands can rock the genre in
general, but alternately about
the misrepresentation of the
term 'punk' itself. In truth,
while these bands are labeled
as the new punk rockers,
they more accurately repre-
sent a middle class, generally
sublime mindset compared
to. say. Mr. Joe Strummer of
the Clash. Because these
bands use only four power
chords, have fast tempos, and
choose to spike their hair,
their music is merely a new
breed of rock, and not 'punk'
rock.
The term deserves more
respect than that, as punk's
forefathers would likely
agree. Instead of taking up
and challenging large-scale
political and social concerns,
the songs of these new bands
showcase run-of-the-mill ado-
lescent problems that we can
all identify with, strategical-
ly enough. Problems such as
the untrustworthy boyfriend
or girlfriend, friends letting
you down, or getting dumped
and feeling sad are the base
mantras for these groups
and hit hard with the largest
common denominator.
But wait, it's okay to write
those songs because feeling
emotion from a song is great,
they get you pumped up. and
sound fantastic when
cranked. However, the fact of
the matter is that the term
'punk' should have nothing
to do with describing them.
How can something be 'punk'
when MTV (the most ridicu-
lously mainstream TV net-
work in the world) plays it all
the time alongside the likes
of Justin Timberlake and
Michelle Branch, who also
join in sharing the same
essential lyrical content?
Obviously at this point,
the true definition of punk in
context of social outcasts
with something significant
to say has been lost. Perhaps
these bands would rather
raise awareness of pressing
political and social issues by
sporting new Atticus. Made
or Famous T-shirts in their
videos and leaving the real
issues out of the lyrics. Look,
it's all good and I totally dig
jumping around my room lis-
tening' to it, but it's not punk.
We're just listening to hooky
melodies and aggressive
marketing. Welcome to the
00's.
Image manipulated by Chris Clemens
In a dangerously reoccuring theme... one has to wonder who would
win in a fight: Joe Strummer or that dog-boy from Not By Choice?
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Attention!
First Year
Students:
Would You Like To
Get Your Rent Back
When You Graduate?
Call 905-726-8659
I'll show you how to
become financially independent
while you are still in school.
No gimmicks, no tricks,
just a proven sytem...
You can own real estate even if you
have no money right now.
You don't need to invest a dollar.
. Thousands of successful and wealthy
people have done this before...
u<Aw baby (aw baby)
-Yeaf, murda inc~
'] wanna ioi'e you babe
-fiafiakafiabaha-
Wanna love you babe, ooh baby"
Do you know these brilliantly penned lyrics? Sing them in the
shower perhaps? Be the first to send an email with the song'
and artist name to wh.ientertainrn.ent@yahoo.ca and I'll put
your name in the next issue, plus you'll get a free CD that the
record labels have been giving' me in limited quantities.
Last week:
Andrew Pike mined the depths of his memory to correctly
guess that last week's retrorific lyrics were from
Aerosmith's "Crazy". Some people thought the lyrics were
from the song "Crying", which is understandable because
the two tunes sounded exactly the same. Go Aerosmith!
- C fir is, Entertainment (Editor
Long- live the grill.
«r™w $tz^W
Hungry...but is it just too early for a Bi£ Harv?
H V Harvey's Hot and
tresh ureakiast I I
Monday-Friday. Bam to 11am
Saturday-Sunday. lOam to 12pm
HEAR SAY
When I buy a metalcore
album, I expect it to be the
most intense thing I could
possibly listen to. The
straightedge Orange
County band Bleeding
Through meets
my expecta-
tions with their
latest release,
This is love, this
is murderous.
This album
screams inten-
sity. The cover
art and accom-
panying book-
let have such
brutally violent
images that
they almost make me ques-
tion the sanity of the people
who made it. The intensity
does not stop when the
album is played - the music
is wonderfully hard and vio-
lent.
Although intense, inten-
sity alone does not make an
album. I am loathe to write
that this album is standard.
The actual technical aspects,
vocals and instruments are
The booklet has
such brutally vio-
lent images that
they make me
question the sanity
of those who made
it
excellent. However, with the
exception of a few aberra-
tions, this album does not
offer an originality that
truly separates it from other
bands of the genre.
The use of audio clips
sampled from movies is
becoming- very popular in
the hardcore/metalcore
genre, and there are a few
samples peppered through-
out this album. Most
notably, a clip from the film
Boondock Saints is the first
thing heard on the album,
leading into the track "Love
lost in a hail of gunfire". As
soon as the sample is over,
the screaming intensity
begins amongst the cruelly
fast and hard riffs of the
dual guitar lineup.
One of the aforemen-
tioned aberrations of the
norm that graces this album
is the use of a keyboardist,
which adds an element that
is almost reminiscent of
goth-metal. While the subtle
tones of the keyboard seem
to run against the intense
nature of the album, the
keyboard compliments cer-
tain slow melodic vocal sec-
tions in a strange, yet wel-
come, contrast.
While not a burning
white light of
originality,
"This is love,
this is mur-
derous" is an
insanely dev-
astating and
violent hard-
core album
and would
make a fine
addition to
the distin-
guished hard-
core connoisseur's collec-
tion. Even if the music is not
to' your liking, you can
always start flipping
through the booklet to
ensure a seat alone on the
bus - there is something
about real knives in real
hearts that just makes peo-
ple leave you alone.
Fraser King (The Savage)
Hop 'n skip prince
KYLE FRANCIS
Staff Writer
Prince ofPersia: The Sands of
Time is the third game in a
series that began on original
Nintendo and PC more than a
decade ago, and it has adapt-
ed nicely to current genera-
tion systems.
The problem solving
aspects of the game are some-
what reminiscent of Tomb
Raider's glory days of old
before Eidos decided that
excessive necrophilia was a
good route for Lara Croft.
The Prince links his moves
flawlessly while swinging 1,
jumping and wall-running
through the beautifully
designed levels. At first
glance, the tasks at hand
seem exceedingly difficult,
but the users will find very
quickly that the controls are
fluid and intuitive, making
the game relatively easy to
pick up and play.
Similarly, during combat,
the acrobatics are equally
entertaining and impressive.
•The Prince', or whatever
dubious name you assign
him, slices and dices his ene-
mies, all the while maintain-
ing his grace and beauty
through flips, rolls and spins
in a violent ballet around his
enemies.
For those who enjoy
games that require more
thought, Prince of Persia is
sure to deliver as well.
Occasionally you are given a
mission that requires no
energetic dexterity, but
rather problem solving skills.
Some of these include refract-
ing light on mirrors that
must be properly positioned,
or familiar Tomb Raider style
box-pushing puzzles.
For video game vet-
erans, Prince of
Persia adds up to
maybe ten hours of
gameplay... if you're
lucky
Unfortunately, the game
has a couple of major flaws
that hold it from transcend-
ing into classic status. First
off, the game is short; very
short. For video game veter-
ans. it adds up to maybe ten
hours of gameplay... if you're
lucky.
Secondly, while the com-
bat system is certainly well
done, it does not warrant the
countless waves of copy and
paste enemies set in your
path. Users will spend
upwards of 20 minutes in one
room fighting the same three
enemies over and over. While
this may have been done to
stay true to the fighting sys-
tem in the original Prince of
Persia games, it certainly
does not stack up against
titles on the market right
now like Grand Theft Auto in
which variety is not only
embraced, but encouraged.
Overall, the game is an
enjoyable experience. The
control, acrobatic and prob-
lem solving elements of the
game are executed near-flaw-
lessly, and the package is all
tied together quite well with
an entertaining story com-
plete with a damsel in dis-
tress. Regrettably, 1 can only
recommend this game as a
title to rent, as the carbon-
copy enemies and extremely
short game length make for
little to no replay value.
Contributed Photo
The enigmatically named 'Prince' is seen here engaged in the
magnificently heroic activity of ridding the skies of pesky birds
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gop DisGouncs on
Top Deck Tours!
! Book your Top Deck tour early' and save up to 15% with this
: Travel CUTS exclusive.
Drop by your local Travel CUTS shop for more details or to pick
up a brochure.
' HTRAVELCUIS
See theworld your way *
"
Wilfrid Laurier University
Fred Nichols Campus Centre, 3rd Floor
886-8228
\ TICO#4412342 /%'
$■&£!• Sx' 1'
•Purchase selected tours in January and save up to 15%,in february and save up to 12.5%. or in March afni save 10%.
Applies to selected departures oF European tours over 10 days, excluding single destination trips to Turkey or Egypt, Other,
conditions may apply. Space is limited ~ book earlv to avoid disappointment,:
Travel CUTS is owned & operated by theCanadianFedesutJoi* af Students. www.travelcuts.com
EATiNfi *mi*Jf I 11 B B
Eating arid Lifestyle Change Workshop
join our workshop team of
Linda Barton, MSG, RD
Jsm v Marilyn Perdue, MSW,mrnJm Chair of Student Nutrition
IUP Action Committee (SNAC)
develop your personal "action plan"
■ eating for energy & health weight management
« strategic snacking
■ quick and easy meals on a budget
Golden Hawk Lounge, Athletic Complex
Tuesdays, 4:30 to 6:30 pm
V February 3
February 10
i/ February 24
to sign up:
drop in to Counselling Services
or call ext. 2338
MP3.com hits
snag, unravels
Musicians will have to find new ways
to make their music available to fans
JEREMY BLACK
Staff Writer
MP3.com has been a valuable
resource for both musicians
and music fans since the late
19905. As of December 2,
2003, MP3.com became prop-
erty of CNET Networks Inc.
who confirmed that they
bought the rights to the web-
site from Vivendi-Universal
for an undisclosed amount.
The media conglomerate
sold MP3.com after attempts
to turn it into a profitable
investment failed. CNET's
announcement claims that
"the website will no longer be
accessible in its current
form." In layperson's terms,
this means that MP3.com will
stop providing the services
that have made it so popular.
MP3.com and CNET have not
released any specifics as to
the type to services that they
will provide in the future.
However, one can only
assume that the company's
focus will be on profits rather
than helping musicians.
For musicians, this means
that all of the site's content as
well as any files in their pos-
session will be destroyed.
MP3.com also states that any
artist subscriptions will be
prorated to reflect a subscrip-
tion termination.
For music fans, this
means that we will have to
feed our passion somewhere
else. MP3.com has long* pro-
vided a place to discover new
talent, download music and
read about the music indus-
try. It has provided musicians
with a unique opportunity to
promote themselves and their
music. The site has helped
many musicians develop a
fan base and turn a love for
music into industry success.
The acquisition isn't all
bad news though. There are
many other sites that per-
form the same functions as
MP3.com did in the past.
Unfortunately, no other web-
site has been able to provide
these services on the same
level as MP3.com.
For musicians, your best
bet is to find websites that fit
your genre and get linked in
the bands section. If you have
a few songs on your website,
people can access your music
that way. For music fans, it's
the same thing; find e-zines
and discover other music
sites.
Keep an eye out for more
sites like MF3.com to pop up
in the near future. With the
undeniable popularity of the
site and the need for these
kinds of services, it is
inevitable that someone will
eventually find a way to do it
bigger and better.
For anyone interested in
rock, punk and everything in
between, check out
purevolume.com. Although
they do not yet offer the vari-
ety" that MP3.com did, they
are certainly a welcome alter-
native.
The weight of 21 Grams
ERIC CHOW
Staff Writer
21 Grams revolves around the
stories of three people whose
lives are forever intertwined
after a freak accident. A bril-
liant, but ailing* mathemati-
cian (Penn), a grieving* moth-
er (Watts), and a horn-again
ex-convict (Del Toro) have
their unrelated lives inter-
connected.
Academic Value
As the film progresses, ques-
tioning the belief of God. reli-
gion and life comes to the
forefront. More specifically, I
think about the wise words
by the great philosopher
George Carlin, who once said
"Who says life is sacred?
God? Hey if you read your
history. God is one of the
leading causes of death,"
Indeed, is life truly
sacred? It is pretty difficult to
fully argue otherwise. In
Sean Penus dying words, a
human being will lose 21
grams at the very moment
he/she dies. We. as human
beings, must realize that life
is never as white and black as
it may seem. We have to look
beyond the binary results
and realize that grey areas
often exist. So even though
21 grams may seem insignif-
icant to some, it can essen-
tially represent the difference
between life and death. It ulti-
mately represents the sancti-
ty of life.
Who should you see it with?
Billy Bob Thornton, or any-
one who has seen and under-
stands Memento.
My Take
My first reaction to the film
was confusion. However, this
soon changed to astonish-
ment. It is hard to believe
that 21 Grams was a small-
budget film that surprisingly
became mass-distributed.
However, it is this 'small-
budget-ness' that allowed for
the artistry of this film to
over-shine its
Hollywoodness. The use of
natural lighting and the
grainy home video feel allows
the viewer to feel a sense of
realism and overall attach-
ment to the characters.
Also, one must not forget
about the magnificent per-
formances by all the actors
that further enhanced the
film. There was no sense of
over exaggeration at any
time, and sympathy could be
felt for each character.
However, it could be
argued that the one draw-
back to this film is its plot
structure or lack thereof.
Much like the film Last Year
at Marienbad, it is extremely
difficult for the viewer to dif-
ferentiate the past from the
present, although I believe
that the irregular plot is
more positive than negative.
It acts as a metaphor for
life. Life is never something
that is straight-forward, but
rather a jig-saw puzzle that
must be slowly unraveled and
solved. As a result, the con-
clusion which is shown to the
viewer at the beginning of
the film provides the inspira-
tion to piece together the rest
of the plot.
Cheeky Fact
Did you know that Sean Penn
was previously known in
Hollywood circles as the
heaviest smoker in
Hollywood? Why? Because he
would smoke, at the very
least, four packs of cigarettes
a day! Kinda puts your own
'bad' smoking habits to
shame.
Contributed Photo
Naomi Watts apparently wants to know how much love weighs. My
guess? Approximately eight thousand metric tons. Stupid heavy love!
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Banff film fest an adventure
Think you're daring? Think again- this film festival is a sight for tired eyes
THOMAS THOMPSON
Special Projects Editor
Have you ever wondered
what it would be like to climb
to the summit of a mountain?
To parachute off a cliff? To
run your car on vegetable
oil? While I can't honestly say
that I have experienced any
of those things, there was a
lot of excellent footage at the
28th annual Banff Mountain
Film Festival World Tour last
Saturday. The films generally
featured aspects of mountain
culture, extreme outdoor
sports, ecology and even a
short little comic piece
Tramp: Lord of the Spring.
There were two feature
length films, Eiger Norwand
(Eiger Northface in the foot-
steps of its first climbers)
directed by Frank Senn and
Thomas Ulrich and A man
called Nomad by Alex
Gabbay.
Eiger Norwand document-
ed a re-creation of the first
successful ascent up the
Eiger Northface (originally
accomplished in the 19305)
by two professional climbers.
Much of the documentation
centred on the preparation
for the journey and creating
replicas of the equipment
originally used. Both
climbers were apprehensive
noting how primitive the
equipment was. The more
riveting part was the ascent
itself and the hardships that
the climbers themselves
faced. Including loose cram-
pons, frozen boots and frost-
bite as they successfully
repeated the ascent of this
treacherous peak.
A man called Nomad
shows the transition of cul-
ture in Tibet. The eldest son
in a nomadic Tibetan family
still resides on the grass-
lands narrates the experi-
ences of these people. First of
all things are different, the
valley is fenced up and the
water is dwindling, and this
has caused problems with
herding yaks the Tibetan
nomads traditional form of
income. This has forced the
Tibetan nomads to either
develop new ways of creating
an income or migrate to the
cities for work. C and the
other nomads are forced to
compromise between their
traditions and a more mod-
ern way of life.
While the documentaries
provided an educational
flavour to the festival by far I
was more impressed with the
other films that captured the
essence and thrill of outdoor
sports. There were several
short films showing various
sports and feats that by far
outweigh the most daring'
things that I have ever done.
We ivyakin for example
chronicled paddlers kayak-
ing over some very challeng-
ing and dangerous waterfalls
and bodies of water around
the world in locations such as
Iceland, the US and Norway,
Personally I amused how the
one of the paddlers used a
photograph book of various
rapids and waterfalls to
determine where to go on
their trip.
The quality of the films
was fantastic and I really
enjoyed the festival. The only
problem, much to the dismay
of my cramped legs, was its
length of about four hours.
All photos contributed by Banff Mountain Film Festival Magazine
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Arts
Voices of politics and passion
All talking heads have something to
say; the problem is trying to figure
out whether or not you believe them
KATIE WEST
Arts Editor
Matt Brodie is proof that yon
can major in Bio-Chein at
Laurier and end up as the
President of your own film
company. A 2001 WLU grad-
uate, Brodie had the vision to
create something* in a much
bigger lab- this time mixing-
people, political ideas, tech-
nology, and travel. His idea to
film a documentary grew out
of a reaction to the violence,
poor treatment of people,
media manipulation, and fear
tactics used by riot cops that
Brodie, along with other
WLU students, witnessed at
the Summit of' the Americas
in Quebec City. 2001. This
experience prompted him to
ask, "how can this be our
country?" Not content to
shrug' it off, Brodie's not-for-
profit filmmaking- company
Equilibrium began its year-
and-a-half long process,
starting in January 2002 and
debuting the resulting docu-
mentary in Calgary and
Toronto in June 2003. The
end product? The academic
film. Voices of Dissent:
Canadians in the Global
Game.
We all feel strongly about
something: the question is,
are we passionate enough to
do anything' about it? Self-
proclaimed "a little crazy,"
Brodie convinced Mike
Brown, Vice President of
Equilibrium, to go along with
his idea, adding Andre
Souliere as director, and pick-
ing up a lost list of volun-
teers including Laurier stu-
dent Anthony Piscitelli as an
Associate Producer. Being a
non-profit film company,
issues of money were not in
the forefront, but you do
need money to make a film.
One can't blame Brodie for
wanting to wince just a little
as he mentions that 50% of
their fifteen to twenty thou-
sand dollar budget was per-
sonally funded, while fifteen
percent came from Laurier,
and thirty five percent from
other NGO's. But the most
difficult part of the whole
process, says Brodie, was "# 1
the obstacles, and #2 the bar-
riers." Hmm... in his posi-
tion, maybe some of these
blockages were actually
metal gates or barbed wire
fences.
But, the hearty "meat and
potatoes" documentary
pulled through. leaving audi-
ences to speculate on possible
behind-the-scenes problems
as they view an organized,
thoughtful film of discussion
and ' debate. Interviewees
include Thomas D'Aquino,
Sarah Kerr, Mark King-well.
Kalle Lasn. and Linda
McQuaig. The documentary
is successful in fulfilling one
of its main goals: letting- the
content take its own course,
without heavy-handed
manipulation.
"What kind of
global culture will
it be? Corporate?
Commercial? Or a
bottoms-up civil
society?
-Kalle Lasn, EIC Adbusters
Media
Still photos and footage of
number of unlabelled
protests, including' the G8
Summit in Kananaskis are
also integrated into the mix.
For a n amber of the intervie-
wees, the phrase of the day is
"Global Corporate
Capitalism," and the search
of the day is for Global
Justice—big words, but even
bigger concepts to grasp, and
even bigger still to attempt to
solve.
Kalle Lasn. Editor in Chief
for well-known Adbusters
Media Foundation asks of
our globalized world, "what
kind of global culture will it
be? A corporate culture? A
commercial culture? Or a bot-
toms-up civil society culture
driven by the people?"
Leaving us all to speculate.
The unseen narrator's deep
voice asks if the world is an
"unregulated global casino;"
maybe it is, but we are all too
busy collecting our quarters
and chips to care.
So, what to do with these
questions and visuals?
Anthony Piscitelli hopes the
film will show the underly-
ing reasons behind why peo-
ple protest; behind the danc-
ing, the cheering, the signs
(including the explicit "stop
sucking corporate cock"),
feelings of injustice and
unfair treatment are driving
people to whatever ends they
see fit. Piscitelli adds that he
hopes the film will make it
across the country- (catch it
Wednesday at the Princess).
And if the film stirs up
something in you? Talk to
Brodie- in regards to another
project, "the gears are always
turning."
Anthony Piscitelli
Anthony Piscitelli plays Ed the Sock and interviews a very big head
Dude, good luck
with all that...
THOMAS THOMPSON
Special Projects Editor
Two years ago. as a fledging'
writer for The Cord, I attend-
ed an anti-war conference
concerning the invasion of
Afghanistan. A speaker pre-
sented a copy of a letter from
the parents of one of his
friends that had been killed
on September 11 that had
been sent to George Bush.
The content of the letter by
the parents shamed the
President for killing- Afghani
people in their son's and
other victims' name after the
September 11 tli tragedy.
They informed him that his
solution to terrorism was not
a view shared by all
Americans and that he did
not speak for them. The
underlying theme of Michael
Moore's latest book Dude,
Where's My Country? is quite
similar.
Moore directly questions
the legitimacy of the actions
taken by the Bush adminis-
tration during the war on
terror and the invasion of
Iraq. In fact, the first chapter
of the book is dedicated to
several questions challeng-
ing- the relationship between
the Bush family, the Bin
Ladens and the House of
Saud, the rulers of Saudi
Arabia, regarding- the setting
of September 11th.
One of the questions
raised was, why were twenty-
four members of Bin Laden's
family and other Saudi citi-
zens evacuated by private jet
days after September 1 lth
without any questioning by
the authorities regarding
any knowledge about Osama
bin Laden or Al-Qaeda?
Moore suggests that the
Bush administration has
downplayed the connections
between Al-Qaeda and Saudi
government, which he
describes as having several
anti-American factions, in
the interest of oil and big
business.
Moore exposes ten
'whopper' lies that
Americans have
swallowed
Ten different "whoppers,"
lies that the American people
have had to swallow from
their government that has
not been accounted for are
also presented in the book.
Moore points out explicit evi-
dence of the Bush adminis-
tration deceiving- the public
by presenting false or
uuproveil intelligence and
military data in order to gain
support for the invasion of
Iraq.
This included false claims
about an Iraqi nuclear arma-
ment and biological/chemical
weapons program, the
alleged relationship between
Saddam Hussein and Osama
bin Laden, a list of willing
but "useless" allies for their
cause and that an invasion
would not result in many
civilian casualties- to name a
few. Moore expresses his
frustration that Americans
have swallowed these lies
without the current adminis-
tration receiving any serious
repercussions.
On the question of terror-
ism itself, Moore presents a
very blunt assessment on
American foreign and domes-
tie policy. Partial blame
seems to rest on the fact that
the United States, rather
than supporting democratic
initiatives in other countries,
has done the opposite: sup-
porting corrupt totalitarian
regimes in order to serve
American business interests.
The habits of Americans
themselves, such as the need-
less consumption of fossil
fuels and other natural
resources, contribute to the
problem. The Bush adminis-
tration has relaxed many
environmental initiatives and
legislation since coining to
power.
Whether you agree or dis-
agree with the current politi-
cal situation in the United
States, Dude, Where's My
Country? provides a well-
researched and informed
look at the aftermath of the
September 11th and the
Invasion of Iraq. Michael
Moore successfully chal-
lenges a controversial admin-
istration.
The best of
Cannes ad
BERNARD DAWSON
Staff Writer
Do you like commercials? I
mean do you love watching
hilarious and stunning- com-
mercials even though you
could care less about the
product being sold? If you
answered yes to both of these
questions then you need to
get your butt down to the
Princess Cinema to see the
2003 Cannes International
Advertising Festival, 90
minutes of the world's most
outrageous and brilliant
commercials.
Think of it as the Super
Bowl without the Buffalo
Bills being blown out. Most
of the commercials are excel-
lent and come from all
across the globe, with
entries from Asia,
Argentina, Brazil, Europe
and even a few familiar
Canadian ads making an
appearance. You probably
have never heard of at least
half of the products being
advertised, and some of the
commercials for companies
you will know were pro-
duced for foreign markets.
But that doesn't matter since
the quality of the commer-
cials far transcends their
selling power.
Some of the best commer-
cials show a side of certain
companies that most
Canadians have never seen.
McDonald's gets a mention
for a campaign featuring
straight talking about the
theory behind promotions
and Nike shows up strong
with a number of ads from
overseas (especially one fea-
turing a pair of competing
joggers on a rainy day), A
few celebrities make appear-
ances, most notably Samuel
L. Jackson in a pair of com-
mercials for a British bank
(Jackson asks his audience
"If a chicken was a dollar,
would a chicken be evil?").
While the majority of the
ads are excellent, there are a
few head-shakers that do not
belong in such a select
group. A couple of the Nike
commercials are just plain
strange, and a couple of the
American ads just do not
make any sense at all. But
those types of commercials
are in the minority. For
every ad that does not
belong:, there are three or
four that will leave a viewer
in stitches. One European ad
features a child throwing a
temper tantrum in the mid-
dle of a crowded supermar-
ket while Ms harried father
tries in vain to calm him
down. The commercial is for
condoms.
You have probably have
seen a few of the featured
commercials before. The
Canadian Hockey
Association's Bad Parent ads
are shown, as well as a few
of those Bud Lite Institute
commercials (one proclaims
thatfeminism was started by
the Institute back in the
early 70's). The overall win-
ner from the festival is an
Ikea ad starring a discarded
red lamp on a cold rainy
night.
The most telling thing
about the Cannes
Advertising Festival is that
it exists in the first place.
The products themselves do
not matter; it is the commer-
cials that take centre stage
for the audience. While each
ad was made to sell a prod-
uct, they really are only sell-
ing themselves and maybe
the culture of consumerism.
The products have ceased to
matter and this society is
more focused of the 30 sec-
ond long mini-films than
any of the products being
sold.
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